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Dear member of the 
IPADE community:

Lorenzo  
Fernández  
Alonso

Dean of IPADE 
Business School

Welcome to this new edition of IPADE’s 
Annual Report, presenting the most 
relevant activity of our beloved business 
school during the 2020-2021 academic 
cycle. Just like the rest of the world, 
IPADE has undergone a major restart 
during this period. In a matter of just 
a few months, we went from lockdown 
to the level of mobility afforded to us 
by the rollout of the first doses of the 
vaccine, allowing us to reopen all our 
campuses.

It has been an honor to meet again 
in person in the classrooms, hallways, 
dining rooms, etc., although we were 
never truly apart thanks to our online 
sessions. That enabled us to meet the 
needs of our business community, 
becoming increasingly pressing as 
uncertainty increased with the unfolding 
situation.

All those months of lockdown provided 
a powerful incentive to adopt and 
take greater advantage of technology. 
We will not turn back in the face of 
such developments. The world has 
been undeniably transformed with the 
emergence of the pandemic, and from 
now on, all our practices will certainly 
include some kind of online format.

At IPADE, we are convinced that 
business schools have been called 
to build communities that will 
encourage collaboration among the 
various stakeholders in business to 
develop business initiatives that will 
benefit society. That is why, despite 
the lockdowns, we decided to take full 
advantage of the online format and 
successfully brought together over 
5,250 business executives in our various 
events, including the Global Alumni 

Gathering, the First International 
Meeting of Representatives, the 30th 
Anniversary of our Executive MBA 
Program, the International Conference 
Series for Senior Managers. Bringing 
together such an audience, we managed 
to increase our outreach and thus 
enhance our mission of educating 
leaders to transform their organizations 
and society through a global vision, 
a sense of social responsibility, and 
Christian values.

Leaders today are being called to 
find solutions to economic, health, and 
technology inequalities, which certainly 
existed before the health crisis but have 
worsened in its aftermath. At IPADE, we 
understand that the challenges we are 
facing as individuals and as a business 
community will require a new way of 
understanding business, harnessing the 
transformative power of business and 
engaging all its stakeholders.

I believe that the organizations that 
survived the health crisis, those that 
flourished in the midst of it, and those 
that are about to emerge will need to 
broaden their horizons, considering 
the interconnected system they inhabit 
and understanding that economic, 
technological, environmental, and social 
challenges can only be successfully 
addressed through collaboration.

That is why IPADE Business School has 
reinforced its commitment to build a 
space where, together with the business 
community, we can co-create new 
business ideas that will drive our society 
forward. This report will detail the steps 
we have taken for this purpose and the 
scope of our objectives as a business 
school for the 2020-2021 period.



Monterrey
Campus

Reaffirming its commitment to 
management education, IPADE has 
enhanced its presence northern 
Mexico, imparting best practices, 
knowledge, and tools to address the 
problems facing managers and 
entrepreneurs today.

welcome
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CEO Lecture: Juan Carlos Puente
President LAR North Whirlpool Corporation
September 9, 2020
Online, event for the 3 campuses

Relevant Events

The IPADE Community in Chihuahua
September 30, 2020
Professor Miguel de la Colina
Online
Attendees: 60

The IPADE Community in Chihuahua
October 20, 2020
Proffesor Rodrigo de León
Online
Attendeess: 50

Networking by Sectors (alumni)
October 21, 2020
Online, event for the 3 campuse

The IPADE Community in Sonora
October 27, 2020
Professor Miguel de la Colina
Online
Attendees: 60

IPADE Ceremony in Torreón
October 29, 2020
Professor Miguel de la Colina
Online
Attendees: 20

Executive MBA 2018-2020 Graduation Ceremony
November 27, 2020
On-site
Attendees: : 60

The Family and the Self Executive MBA 2020-2022
February 19, 2021 
Professor Jorge Merodio
Online
Attendees: 42

Launch of the ADE Program
February 22, 2021
Dr. Rafael Gomez Nava
Online
Attendees: 32

HR Managers Event
March 10, 2021
Professor Federico D`Kuba Chávez
On-site
Attendees: 20

Negotiation Workshop Executive MBA 2019-2021
April 19-20, 2021  
Hybrid
Attendees: 37 

Relaunch of the AD-2 program in Chihuahua
April 20, 2021
Professor Benjamin Alemán
On-site
Attendees: 41

Relaunch of the D-1 program in Hermosillo
April 21, 2021
Professor Francisco Javier Fuentes Urbieta
On-site
Attendees: 34

Promotion Event for the CEA program in Torreón
April 21, 2021 
Professor Ernesto Bolio Barajas
On-site
Attendees: 41

Relaunch of the CEA program in Hermosillo
April 26, 2021
Professor Carlos Ruis González
On-site
Attendees: 45

Networking (alumni)
April 26, 2021
Online event for the 3 campuses

CEO Lecture: José Carlos Azcárraga
CEO Grupo Posadas
May 12, 2020
Online event for the 3 campuses

The Family and the Self Executive MBA 2020-2022
May 13, 2021
Speakers: Carlos Martínez,  
CEO, MARCOB
Online
Participants: 65

Networking event for the AD-2 program Mty-ADE
June 10, 2021
On-site
Attendeess: 65



May 17, 2021
Executive Management Program (AD-2) 
Online
Attendees: 38

Anniversaries in 2021

May 19, 2021
D-1:
Online
Attendees: 120

May 20, 2021
Full-Time MBA
Online 
Attendees: 75

Speaker: Alejandro Ruelas-Gossi
Business Strategy Expert

Monterrey Campus
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2020-2021 D-1 Program
June 15, 2021   
The Family and the Self Session
Professor Ricardo Aparicio Castillo
On-site 
Attendees: 90

Closing events

AD-2 program in Chihuahua
June 16, 2021 
Professor Ramón Ibarra Ramos
On-site 
Attendees: 80

D-1Program in Hermosillo
June 17, 2021
Professor Jorge Merodio Rivas
On-site 
Attendees: 65

2020-2021 AD-2 Program 
June 29, 2021
The Family and the Self Session
Professor Ricardo Murcio Rodríguez
On-site 
Attendees: 90

CEA Program in Hermosillo
May 18, 2021 
Professor Ramón Ibarra Ramos
On-site
Attendees: 45

Monterrey Campus
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welcome

Guadalajara
Campus 

Year after year, IPADE’s Guadalajara campus 
has been committed to developing the skills 
of its business executives so that they can 
continue to engage in innovative academic 
offerings, especially in the Western and Bajío 
regions in Mexico.

IPADE Guadalajara’s commitment  
is to ensure that each session 
taught is enriched with dialogue and 
sharing of ideas around issues raised 
by those at the head of leading 
organizations, regularly updating its 
programs with high-quality content 
of global significance.



welcome | Guadalajara Campus

☑From the start of the pandemic, we worked closely 
with the authorities in both Jalisco and Michoacán 
until we fully returned to in-person sessions.

CALL TO ACTION

☑In Jalisco, we took part in the discussions conducted 
to design the protocols aimed at defining the conditions 
under which we could return to in-person activities (on-
site). With this, we were able to get IPADE Guadalajara to 
return to in-person sessions as soon as August 2020.

☑Designing health protocols and having the discipline 
to comply with them. We did a very good job. With the 
protocols and the discipline we instilled at IPADE 
Guadalajara, we not only managed to curb infections at 
IPADE’s facilities, but we also helped participants to 
bring these protocols to their organizations and their 
personal lives. This proved helpful to society.

The key challenges:

☑As we invited business executives to participate at an 
IPADE program, we successfully managed uncertainties 
about what participants were experiencing and helped 
them to make a life decision.

☑The health crisis had an impact on the management 
of the Programs. Some participants were infected 
outside IPADE, affecting the dynamics of the program.

☑Holding sessions under a hybrid format created a 
significant challenge to ensure that participants 
remained committed to their programs.

Guadalajara Campus



The most relevant aspect of this year’s activities 
was the campus’s response to the pandemic.

Challenges

☑IPADE’s Guadalajara campus operated remotely for three 
months before moving back to its on-site offerings.

☑Participants have reported that attending an IPADE 
program in times of high uncertainty was extremely useful,
proving that, if IPADE was already useful in times of 
economic prosperity and stability, it is even more so in 
times of crisis.

Guadalajara Campus

welcome | Guadalajara Campus
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207

96

127

40

D-1

D-1 ADe

AD-2

 CDMX:  120
 GDL:  48
 QRO:  39

 CDMX:  32

 CDMX:  40
 MTY:  33
 GDL:  54

 CDMX:  40

REGIONAL 
PROGRAM 

REGIONAL 
PROGRAM Group A: 32

Group B: 22

Senior Management

IPADE’s Senior Management 
Programs (AD-2, AD, D-1) 
and Regional Programs  
provide managers and 
executives with effective 
development tools to 
address the challenges of an 
increasingly demanding 
global environment.

They offer participants 
the opportunity 
to develop their 
management skills 
using the Case Method, 
motivating them 
to broaden their 
competencies through 
hands-on practice 
and thus make sound 
management decisions.

With the skills participants develop in 
IPADE’s Senior Management Programs, 
they become equipped to face 
challenges like growth and change in 
their organizations.

Programs
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CALL TO ACTION

☑We offered a series of sessions addressing the issues 
affecting us today to help participants keep up an 
academic rhythm, and they expressed their appreciation 
for this initiative.

☑During this period, various altruistic initiatives were 
undertaken in collaboration between group directors and 
participants, including an initiative to supply personal 
protective equipment for doctors and nurses.

Senior Management Programs
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IPADE’s International Days are one of the School’s 
most emblematic events. First, they offer a unique 
opportunity for business networking and social 
interaction among participants from all IPADE 
campuses in Mexico. This year we expect to have over 
450 participants from the AD-2, AD, and D-1 programs 
from CDMX, GDL, MTY, and Morelia.

International Days

April 28 and 29

Furthermore, the event series is aimed at becoming a 
catalyst for internationalization, a global vision, and 
disruptive thinking.

Every year we work together with world-class foreign 
schools in order to enrich the regular program with 
new research, different perspectives, and cutting-
edge content.

The four plenary sessions covered topics such as 
building consumer-oriented businesses, achieving 
lean operations, achieving digital transformation, 
enhancing productivity, and building new leadership.

PARTICIPANTS:

536 participants invited 
420 connected
4 sessions:
Title: “The 2020s: a new Opening fOr business- risks, 
OppOrtunities, perspectives.”

Guest schools: Kellogg School of Management, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Harvard 
Business School, and Stanford Graduate School  
of Business.

Participating Professors: Mohanbir Sawhney, Steven 
D Eppinger, Raffaella Sadun y Rao Hayagreeva.

Topics: Digital Transformation: Beyond the 
Pandemic, 10 Agile Ideas You Can Use, Importance of 
Productivity to Survive, Creating a Customer Focused.

Senior Management Programs
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☑Design of the ADE and DLC programs: as a result of 
the project presented by the Academic Management 
department in December 2019 to redesign IPADE’s Senior 
Management programs in collaboration with the DIA, a 
new design based on areas if study was implemented for 
the first time in the ADE and DLC programs. The redesign 
offers, among other pedagogical objectives, a more 
rigorous academic experience. In addition, we have made 
significant changes in our assortment of methodologies 
and content delivery formats, as well as a substantial 
redesign in our evaluation matrix.

strengths

☑Virtual International Days under four banners: 
They involved simultaneous participation by Harvard, 
Kellogg, MIT, and Stanford. The event was held on 
a digital platform, hosted live from IPADE’s CDMX 
campus.

☑Value-added portfolio: a number of new or extended 
academic components were offered to mitigate the 
impact of lockdowns on the regular program. We added 
a Seminar on Family-Owned Businesses and the Board 
of Directors -  Building small trust-based teams 
to share participants’ key business challenges and 
receive peer feedback. The Suma Workshop has been 
made available to all groups in Senior Management 
programs. In addition, other supplementary initiatives 
were added, including the Industry- and Discipline-
Oriented Multi-Campus Networking initiative, the 
TOP Leaders initiative, the virtual sessions initiative 
aimed at offering exposure and networking among 
high-level national and international business 
executives, and the Business Pitch group.

☑Current Affairs sessions: over 5 weeks of current 
affairs sessions have been delivered aside from the 
regular programs, addressing issues related with the 
pandemic and its impact on business management.

Senior Management Programs
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The Challenges of Reinvention

☑The most significant challenge was without doubt 
to convince participants not to interrupt their online 
experience, postponing progress until we could go back to 
on-site activities. This effort involved calls, meetings, and 
messages to explain the terms, conditions, and benefits of 
distance education.

☑Developing and designing content that is relevant 
for the current situation and, at the same time, 
valuable for the long term. Engaging participants in 
the sessions, even if they had obvious concerns in 
relation to the pandemic.

☑The promotion of online programs; the idea was novel 
and well received from mid-2020 to early 2021.

☑A Virtual Mass was organized for an AD-2 group to honor 
those who died due to the pandemic.

☑The group in Cancun showed a very positive and 
understanding attitude to the circumstances. Webinars 
were offered starting in May 2020, and we were able to 
resume in-person activities in September. All participants 
completed the program in December 2020. The Family and 
the Self session was held on Zoom (with spouses).

Above: Closing event for the AD program in Cancún. December 2020.

Senior Management Programs
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CDMX274
TOTAL  
PARTICIPANTS

53

25

23

30

30

25

40

48

Boards in Action

Management 
for Services 
program

Colloquium on Family-
Owned Businesses

Board Chairpersons  
and Members

G-20 Colloquium

innovAD

ADEA

The Human Side of the 
Manager program

participants

participants

participants

participants

participants

participants

participants

participants

(blended, online + in-person)

(in-person)

(in-person)

(in-person)

(in-person)

(in-person)

(online)

(online)

Each program is 
designed to motivate 
managers and 
entrepreneurs to 
develop cutting-edge 
managerial skills in the 
business world.

Designed to respond to 
current and future 
management training 
needs, as well as to the 
specific trends and 
challenges in business, 
Focused Programs encourage 
problem solving by 
developing innovative and 
practical solutions.

Our objective was to build a community 
of high-level Latin American business 
leaders and executives, offering various 
themed networking activities.

Focused
Programs
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GDLMTY
113
TOTAL  
PARTICIPANTS

57

27 29

Leadership for 
Reactivation program 

Boards in 
Action 

How to achieve continuity in a 
family-owned business?

participants

participants

(online)

(in-person)
participants

(in-person)

47

33
47

30
Boards in 
Action  
in León

ADEA Guanajuato

ADEA Multi-campus

Boards in 
Action  
in Culiacán

participants

participants

participants

participants

(in-person)

(in-person)

(blended)

(in-person)

41
Boards in Action in 
Guadalajara

participants
(in-person)

43

66

ADEA Guadalajara

innovAD

participants

participants

(in-person)

(in-person)

Focused Programs
and itinerant
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46
CDMX

programs

36
companies

13
GDL

programs
10
companies

4
programs

3
companies

MTY

38
MTY

487
CDMX

SESSIONS

84
GDL

TOTAL  
PARTICIPANTS

2670
CDMX

1466
GDL

189
MTY

Financial Times published 
the 2020 Executive 
Education ranking, including 
over 80 business schools 
worldwide. IPADE was the 
only Mexican school featured 
in the ranking at the top 
among Latin American 
schools and the only Mexican 
school ranking among the 
best schools globally.

IPADE’s In-Company 
Programs are tailored to 
each organization’s 
particular needs, 
responding to the  
interests of its managers 
and to their current 
vision, strategy, and 
situation. 

FT assesses tailored programs that are 
jointly designed to meet each 
organization’s needs, that is, In-Company 
Programs, and IPADE was ranked 13 among 
all schools.

In-Company
Programs

Annual Report / IPADE / 2020-2021
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The challenges of reinvention

☑Developing internal capacities. We learned about new 
developments in technology and adapted to new ROLES.

☑Flexibility and adaptability to the new needs of 
companies in terms of topics, learning methods, time 
dedicated by managers, program delivery formats, and 
platforms.

Above: Closing Ceremony CITIBANAMEX. March 2021.

☑Fulfilling the IPADE experience online, where there 
could not only be an excellent delivery of the session, but 
also the small details of interaction: welcome, service 
attitude, learning materials, surprising elements, 
friendships, and relationships that enhance the academic 
experience.

☑Monitoring of and feedback about our Faculty’s 
process of adaptation to the new tools: online platforms, 
electronic whiteboards, attention to the Case Method. 

IN-COMPANY
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☑53 out of 63 programs (84%) delivered from 
September 2020 to August 2021, accounting for 90% 
of the sessions, were delivered online. This required 
a significant innovation and co-creation effort along 
with companies and IPADE’s Academic Innovation 
Department. To enhance the Case Method while 
preserving the participant-centered approach, we also 
included other kinds of activities in many programs 
featuring special requirements from companies. 
Depending on the objective and the format of the 
program, we included various elements: video content, 
discussion forums, reading materials and activities, 
and simulators, among others.

CALL TO ACTION

☑The In-Company Programs department developed 
internal capabilities that made it possible for 
not only managers but also the coordinating team 
to serve as tutors and authoritative voices. For 
Programs involving asynchronous work, close 
contact with participants was critical to achieve 
the learning objectives. For the rest of the Programs, 
the warm, close, and careful attention to the 
details was equally appreciated and recognized in 
evaluations.

☑Each online session was attended by the group 
coordinator and one of the managers, not only 
promoting interaction with participants, but also 
serving as a natural and quick means to receive 
feedback from company representatives. The way 
we leveraged technology, the care offered at every 
moment, and the team’s service attitude led both 
participants and representatives to feel satisfied 
with the delivery of the Programs.

Above: Closing Ceremony of the 2021 CISCO In-Company Program.

IN-COMPANY
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128
PARTICIPANTS 
DURING THE PERIOD 

IN TOTAL

81
CDMX
participants

COUNTRIES

15
foreign

Germany
Ecuador
Spain
United States
Japan
Venezuela

47

24

MTY
participants

9
foreign

TOTAL FOREIGN 
PARTICIPANTS

MBA
Full-Time

(MEDE)
Our full-time MBA program is 
designed to enable participants 
to develop the skills to meet 
the challenges and 
responsibilities associated 
with Executive Management.

Our Full-Time MBA 
Program offers a 
learning experience 
that is both academic 
and human-oriented, 
helping participants to 
develop their managerial 
potential and enhance 
their professional 
growth.

The Program relies on the Case Method 
and additional teaching tools to provide 
participants with an intensive learning 
experience, focusing on skills 
development and on achieving leadership 
transformation.
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Relevant events

Saturday, February 27, 2021
Zoom

The fourth edition of the BBVA Challenge consisted of 
the final stage of the company’s recruitment process. It 
was carried out as an assessment program involving the 
analysis, discussion, and presentation of a case study to 
various company executives. This process was aimed at 
helping the company assess the skills and experience of 
candidates in order to initiate a hiring process, for either 
a permanent position or a summer project.

Accenture, Jugos del Valle, Alen, L’Oréal, American Express, 
MABE, DeAcero, Marhnos, Deloitte, Mercado Libre, Didi, 
Nadro, Ecolab, Novartis, Endeavor, Pfizer, Essity, PISA, 
Everis, RB, EY, Rotoplas, Grupo AXO, SmartFit, Grupo 
Peñafiel, Softek, Holcim, Stratos Agein, Home Depot, 
URREA, Honeywell, Walmart.

PARTICIPANTS:

58

BBVA Challenge 4th Edition

Zoom

32 attending companies from various sectors and 
industries. 
An event organized to create networking and career 
opportunities among participants and the top 
companies partnered with CEDIC-IPADE. It is a Case 
Competition aimed at second-year participants 
from both campuses, attended by managers from 
various companies to hear and evaluate the proposals 
presented by the teams on a specific case study. With 
this process, companies can assess the skills and 
experience of candidates to initiate a hiring process 
for permanent positions.

PARTICIPANTS:

60

IPADE Virtual Case Competition- 
2019-2021 cohort

Attending companies:

April 14 - 15, 2021
Zoom

31 attending companies from various industries  
and sectors.
An event organized to create networking and career 
opportunities among participants and the top 
employers partnered with CEDIC-IPADE. It is an online 
Case Competition aimed at first-year participants 
from both campuses, attended by managers from 
various companies to hear and evaluate the proposals 
presented by the teams on a specific case study. With 
this process, employers can assess the skills and 
experience of candidates to initiate a hiring process 
for Summer Projects..

PARTICIPANTS:

58

IPADE Virtual Case Competition- 
2020-2022 cohort

Agroquímicos de Michoacán, Konfio, American Express, 
Kubo Financiero, BANORTE, La Comer, Bolsa Mexicana 
de Valores, Laboratorios Sophia, BP, Liebherr, Coca Cola 
FEMSA, Marhnos, COMPARTAMOS, MARZAM, Credifiel, 
Novonordisk, DE ACERO, OXXO, Endeavor, Peñaranda, 
EVERIS, Reina Madre, Grupo Coppel, Sintec, Grupo 
Versa, Tiendas 3B, HOLCIM, URREA, Honeywell, Softek, 
Inmunomedi.

Attending employers:

May 26 – 27
Zoom

It is a Case Competition aimed at second-year 
participants from both campuses, attended by company 
managers to hear and evaluate the proposals presented by 
the participating teams on a specific Finance case study 
and thus conduct a candidate assessment. The competition 
was conducted and coordinated by Professor Federico 
D´Kuba in collaboration with DEACERO. The company 
thus assessed the skills and experience of candidates to 
initiate a hiring process for permanent positions..

PARTICIPANTS:

28

DEACERO Challenge 

May 28, 2021
Zoom

The second edition of the investment funds event. 230 
registered participants; 97 attending participants, 
including alumni, guest participants, and students from 
both cohorts and campuses. After the main event, we held 
three networking mini sessions with searchers, investors, 
and vendors, and attendees expressed great satisfaction 
with them. The event was sponsored by Relay Investments, 
Alza Capital, Creel. This year, we decided that the event 
would not be charged, considering the nature of the 
virtual format. Similar events are held in Europe, hosted 
by IESE business school in Barcelona. The event was open 
to the public and was a great success.

PARTICIPANTS:

97

Search Fund 1.0 

January 20, 2021 - CDMX 
January 26, 2021 - MTY
April 6, 2021 - CDMX and MTY - Women 
April 8 - CDMX and MTY - Men

Two seminars were held with Lula Kiah, image consultant 
and founder of EPI Innovators. Considering the changes 
that have been taking place in organizations in relation 
to hiring processes and the general dynamics of 
first impressions and networking activities, the first 
virtual seminar focused on strengthening participants’ 
executive presence online with the tools and tips given 
by the consultant. The workshop was aimed at first-year 
participants.
The April seminars were aimed at giving participants 
information on business trends regarding dress codes and 
giving them specific advice for men and women, depending 
on their line of business and sector, and thus helping them 
to enhance their professional image.

Microsoft
Recruitment profile: Permanent

Johnson & Johnson
Recruitment profile: Summer

Konfío
Recruitment profile: Permanent

Citibanamex
Recruitment profile: Summer

BBVA. Open House/Kick off BBVA Challenge
Recruitment profile: Summer and Permanent

Astra Zéneca
Recruitment profile: Summer

Nadro
Recruitment profile: Summer

Endeavor
Recruitment profile: Summer

Teletón
Recruitment profile: Summer

Lilly
Recruitment profile: Summer

Amazon
Recruitment profile: Summer

Nike
Recruitment profile: Summer

DeAcero Convocatoria Case Competition
Recruitment profile: Permanent

Professional Appearance Workshop 
2021

COMPANIES:

13

Company informative job recruitment 
presentations for Summer Internships 
and Permanent Positions

MEDE
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CEDIC / Sector-Oriented Forum

Entrepreneurship Club 
Special guest: José Villatoro
CEO Conference Fuckup Nights
Fuckup Nights

TOTAL SECTOR-ORIENTED FORUMS:

25
Events Held by Sector-Oriented Clubs: 

Finance Club
Special guest: José Manuel Pérez
Real Estate Finance / CFO
Colliers

Consumer Goods Club 
Special guest: Pablo Ruiz
The Football Club’s Success and Marketing /  
Marketing Manager
Racing Football Club, Argentina

Consulting Club Conference
Special guest: Gilberto Lozano Meade
IPADE’s MBA Profile in Consulting / Senior Consulting 
Partner in Consumer Goods and Retail LatAm
EY

Innovation & Technology
Special guest: Víctor Fuentes Velasco
Cloud computing in business / Account Technology 
Strategist for Strategic Fast Moving Consumer Goods 
customers
Microsoft

Consumer Goods
Special guest: Magda Zapata
Women in Management Panel at L´Oreal / Director of Active 
Cosmetics Division
L´Oréal

Consumer Goods
Special guest: Laura Pérez Grovas
Women in Management Panel at L´Oreal/ Operations 
Director Mexico
L´Oréal

Business Entrepreneurship
Special guest: Hap Klopp
How I built the iconic brand, The North Face / The North 
Face Founder
The North Face

Social Innovation
Special guest: Gustavo Pérez 
Corporate Social Innovation /  
Social Responsibility Director
Toks

Social Innovation
Special guest: Pilar Bazán
Social Innovation - Special Olympics / CEO
Special Olympics

Real Estate
Special guest: Jorge Ramírez Sedano
The Prospects of Real Estate in the Future of Retail / Partner
Brickab BIM

Innovation & Technology
Special guest: Blanca Treviño
CEO Conference: Digital Leadership and Transformation / CEO
Softtek

Finances
Special guest: Felipe Corcuera
Search Fund 1.0 Conference / Senior Vicepresident
Relay Investments

Innovation & Technology
Special guest: Fernando Rodríguez
Vice-President
Salesforce

Finances
Special guest: Adriana Berrocal
Mergers & Acquisitions: Valuation and the role of 
Consulting in Financial Transactions / Managing Partner 
Deloitte Mergers & Acquisitions 

Innovation & Technology
Special guest: José Antonio Lanzaguerrero 
Find your role in tech industry / LEader 
Skyticket

Real Estate
Special guest: Jakob Schulz
Real Estate Club | Proptech Conference / Head of Corporate 
Development
Blackprint Booster

Consumer Goods
Special guest: Engel Fonseca
Reinvention and transformation in times of COVID / CEO
Pottential Group

Consumer Goods
Special guest: Daniel Martínez Richard
Perspectives on the Food Sector /  
Marketing Manager
Sabormex

Consumer Goods
Special guest: Enrique Majós
My career after IPADE / CEO
Gentera

Innovation & Technology
Special guest: Mauricio Muñoz Hernández
Ecosystem Growth Leader
MTY Digital Hub

Healthcare & Pharma
Special guest: Juan Pablo Yeo
Government Tenders / Government Sales Director
MSD

Finances
Special guest: Gabriela Lucero
Derivatives and Risk Management in the Financial World / 
Derivatives and Risk Manager
KEB Hana Bank México

Healthcare & Pharma
Special guest: Jorge Ancona
The day to day of a Pharma CEO / CEO
Bayer Pharma México 

Consumer Goods
Special guest: Rainer Weinberg
Hospitality / General Manager Mexico 
Marriott

MEDE
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Company Recruitment Virtual Forum

CDMX and MTY
MAY 19 – 20, 2021

AB InBev Mexico, Boehringer Ingelheim México, Accenture 
Mexico, Bolsa Mexicana de Valores, Actinver, BP México, 
Alameda, CEMEX, Amazon México, CHRISTUS MUGUERZA, 
American Express México, Ciem Consultoría, AP Asesores 
Patrimoniales, Coca-Cola FEMSA, Arca Continental, Coppel, 
Banco Base, Credit Suisse México, Bank of America, Danone 
México, Banorte, Data IQ, Bardahl, DeAcero, BASF México, 
Dell México, BBVA México, DHL Supply Chain México, 
Belcorp, Didi México, Bimbo, Elementia, Endcom, Heineken 
México, Endeavor México, Highered, EnviaFlores, Holcim 
México, Essity México, ICONN, Estafeta, IPADE Career 
Service Team, Everis México, J&J, EY México, Jose Cuervo, 
FEMSA Servicios, Jugos Del Valle - Santa Clara, Fundación 
Teletón, Konfío, G2 Consultores, Kubo Financiero, Gentera, 
La Comer, Grupo AlEn, Laboratorios PISA, Grupo CAABSA, 
Lamudi México, Grupo Mexicano de Desarrollo, Liverpool 
México, Grupo México, Logrand Entertainment Group, Grupo 
Peñafiel, Marhnos, Marzam, Tribal, Mercado Libre, URREA 
Válvulas, Minsait, Vivo Grupo Inmobiliario, Mobility ADO, 
Volaris, Nacional Monte de Piedad, Walmart México, Neoris, 
Whirlpool Corporation, Nike México, Xignux Corporation.

PARTICIPANTS:

235

Company Recruitment Virtual Forum

Virtual networking event aimed at currently enrolled 
participants and alumni from our Full-Time MBA 
program, giving them the opportunity to interact with 
representatives of companies from different sectors 
and apply to both middle-management and senior 
management positions in summer projects.

Attending companies:

Students and alumni

86
companies

MEDE
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Navigating Global Reinvention

Javier Sotomayor
Managing Director Asia & Middle East
Cinépolis

The pandemic made it impossible to do the study trip, so 
we held a Global Immersion Event organized by the MEDE 
team in conjunction with IPADE’s International Office, the 
Sector-Oriented Clubs to which the program’s participants 
belong, and their Advisory Teachers.

The two-week event was aimed at discussing the perspective 
of various international leaders on the actions companies 
have taken to promote global reinvention.

Guest Companies

Kristian Heydenreich
Compliance & CSR Global Senior Director, Denmark
Vestas

Laura Pardo García
Compliance & CSR Regional Manager LATAM
Vestas

Oliver Osswald
General Manager, LATAM
Holcim Lafarge

Lorena Galán
Engagement Executive
SAP

Joseph Firschein
Deputy Director Community Affairs
Federal Reserve USA

Jorge Gutiérrez
CHIEF OF STAFF- CORPORATE ENGINEERING
Google

José Luis Cañadas Muñoz
Medical Director
Roche

Ramón Zapata
CFO Europe
Sandoz

Juan Ocampo
Managing Board & Leader
Venture Development

Frank Hauser
CEO, Germany
Great Place to Work

Michelle Ferrari
CEO de Great Culture to Innovate, LATAM
Great Place to Work

Gustavo Koo
CEO
Nutrihuevos

Ben Hoyer
CEO
Downtown Credo

Miguel Longoria
CEO
Market 5201

Felipe Sánchez Romero
VP Latin America, Ex CEO Microsoft MX 
SōRSE Technology

Tom Klein
Managing Director
Business Block

Sabrina Castelli
CEO & Founder
Mujer Financiera

Marta Forero
CEO & Founder
UBITS

José Daniel Torres
Chief Of Staff
Foxtrot Systems

Pedro Moneo
CEO & Founder
Opinno

Berenice Díaz
Vancouver | Mexican Consul

Marco Delgado
LATAM Channel Marketing Director Video Games
Microsoft

Nahila Hernández San Juan
Founder & CEO
Rompiendo Límites

Liza Echeverría
TV Host

Riaz Khadem
President & CEO
Infotrac

Alberto Levy
International MBA Professor and Startup Mentor
IE Business School

Daniel Marcos
CEO & Co-Founder 
Growth Institute

Lisa Leander
Founder and CEO
WiBi

Cultural Activities
Safari
Wild Earth Safari

Nigeria: The people, The heritage, and the culture 
Ogechi Adeola
Associate Professor of Marketing
Lago Business School

India Through Flavours 
Bhavna Bhalla 
Business Communication Professor 
IMGT Ghaziabad 

4000 years of history 
Almudena Romero
Saxum Visitor Center
Saxum Foundation

Encounter between two worlds: gastronomy session 
Edgar Daniel López-Chávez Hernánde
Art and cuissine historian
Latin America cuisine

Digital Premiere: Quartet for the end of the time
MET Museum

Academic Activities
Human Renaissance in the Robot Era: Art + Technology, The 
Innovation Equation
Alberto Levy
International MBA Professor and Startup Mentor
IE Business School

The synergy between Innovation, Digital Transformation 
and Agility
Pablo Sartor Ph.D.
Professor of Decision Analysis and Information Systems
IEEM Business School

Key points for the remote work
Carlos Rodríguez-Lluesma
Professor in the Department of Managing People in 
Organizations.
IESE Business School

MEDE
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212
TOTAL GRADUATES 

119

42

51

47

CDMX

GDL

MTY Regional 
Programs
1ST 
COHORT 
2020-2022

MBA
Executive

(MEDEX)
The current business 
environment calls for leaders 
having the qualities 
developed in this Program, 
including strategic, 
organizational, and personal 
effectiveness skills.

Coupled with the 
Case Method and the 
learning content offered 
to participants, the 
program is aimed at 
raising the profile of the 
management population 
in our country. 

“Having the three campuses successfully 
work together in the 2020 summer 
courses was a great achievement 
because that enabled all participants to 
get to know each other.”
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57

206
Mexican participants

Foreign participants

Fabricio Ponce García
COO 
Coca Cola Femsa México

Luis Macín
Founder of   
El Camino Consulting

As is the case every year, a 
group of business executives 
and entrepreneurs from 
Executive MBA programs 
around the world met with the 
aim of sharing experiences 
and knowledge, enhancing 
management practices, 
and finding out about new 
business models. 

The format offers a whole 
international experience to 
participants, responding to a 
general call for commitment 
to society.

Leaders drive 
value creation 
and new social 
models.

International Week Brave New Business: Rethinking Sustainability 
in a Recovering World
May 25 - 27

Countries of origin of 
participants: Dominican 
Republic, United States, 
Uruguay, Colombia, 
Mexico

Schools: IINALDE Business School, 
IEEM Business School, Crummer 
Graduate School of Business, Barna 
Management School

International  
Immersion program
Special Guests:
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The challenges of reinvention

☑The pandemic took us all by surprise. In a matter of just 
one week, we had to prepare for the adoption of a learning 
format we had not used before with participants. The 
adaptation process was truly amazing, of both IPADE and 
of participants themselves. In a matter of just one week, 
they were already taking classes online.

MEDEX
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April 28 – 29, 2021
Speakers:
Mohanbir Sawhney, 
Steven Eppinger, 
Raffaella Sadun, 
Rao Hayagreeva
Online
Attendees: 60

International Days

MEDEX
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CALL TO ACTION

☑We organized online networking sessions and an 
online Christmas toast, and we invited participants to 
attend the CEO Lectures that IPADE organized every 
two weeks for other Programs.

☑This involved constant support efforts from the entire 
MEDEX management team to participants, as many of 
them, or their relatives, became ill. That required constant 
communication with them, and participants expressed 
their appreciation of that effort.

MEDEX
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May 25-27, 2021
Speakers: Prof. Herman Aguinis, Andrew Isaacs, Julián 
Birkinshaw, Tima Bansal, Matthew Allen, Bernard Banks, 
Mary Conway, Gregory Carpenter, Cristobal Colón y Luis Dau
Online
Attendees: 37

International Week  (SIMX)

MEDEX
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Speakers

1. Yvette Mucharraz y Cano, Professor of the Human 
Resources Management Department, IPADE Business School

Brave New Business: Rethinking 
Sustainability in a Recovering World

2. Herman Aguinis, Professor and Director of the 
Department of Management at George Washington 
University’s School of Business

3. Mary Conway, Professor of International Business 
and Social Entrepreneurship at Crummer Graduate 
School of Business, Rollins College

4. Luis Dau, Associate Professor of International 
Business and Strategy at D’Amore-McKim School of 
Business, Northeastern University

5. Mathew Allen, Associate Professor at Babson College

6. Andrew Isaacs, Professor of Innovation at Haas 
School of Business, University of California Berkley

7. Gustavo Pérez Berlanga, Director of Social 
Responsibility at Grupo Restaurantero  
Gigante

8. Cristóbal Colón, President and Founder of la Fageda

9. Julian Birkinshaw, Professor of Strategy and 
Entrepreneurship at London Business School

10. Bernard Banks, Clinical Professor of Management 
at Kellogg School of Management, Northwestern 
University

11. Abraham Muñoz Barbosa, CEO of Educación para 
Compartir

12. Martin Burt, Founder and Executive Director of 
Fundación Paraguaya

13. Tima Bansal, Professor of Strategy at Ivey Business 
School, Western University

14. Gregory Carpenter, Professor of Marketing 
at Kellogg School of Management, Northwestern 
University

15. María del Pilar Bazán, National Executive Director 
of Olimpiadas Especiales de México

16. Judith Romano de Achar, Founder of Mitz

17. Federico D´Kuba, Professor of the Financial 
Management Department, IPADE Business School

18. José Díez Deustua, Professor of the Organizational 
Behavior and Family-Owned Businesses Departments,  
IPADE Business Schooll

19. Ana Cristina Dahik, Professor of the Social and 
Political Environment Department, IPADE Business School

20. Karla Petersen, Professor of the Social and Political 
Environment Department, IPADE Business School

Above: Tima Bansal, Professor of Strategy at Ivey Business School, Western University.

MEDEX
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As far as digital delivery is 
concerned, we focused on:

Initiative and 
business model:

• Different kinds of sessions: lectures, 
teamwork, webinars, and promotional 
sessions.

• Diversity of platforms: Zoom, 
Webex, MS Teams, WebJam, Hoppin, 
Menti, SurveyMonkey, Kahoot!, 
SurveyAnyPlace, Miro, Genia.ly, Slido.

• Standardization of the delivery 
platform: Canvas.

• Delivery formats: synchronous, 
asynchronous, face-to-face + remote, 
intensive weeks.

• Teaching materials: multimedia case 
studies, videos, forums, etc.

We prioritized 
flexibility over 
standardization and 
encouraged partnerships 
with other actors 
(Emeritus, Allenamenti, 
CISCO, sponsors, and 
donors) relying on a 
unique methodology and 
agile design.

DIA
Innovation and                     
         Learning Department

IPADE has noted that the 
digital transformation 
paradigm involves a 
technological change that 
causes disruptions and 
sparks new digital business 
strategies relying on 
platforms and ecosystems, 
and that is what led to the 
creation of the Innovation 
and Learning Department, 
building strategic 
partnerships with other 
institutions.

The health crisis 
accelerated several 
ongoing processes in 
digital transformation: 
Our priorities included 
investing time, 
encouraging creativity and 
analysis, and implementing 
new digital processes in 
our operation.

Innovation involves identifying a problem 
and then coming up with innovative, 
creative, and unique ideas to address 
that problem.
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☑As for the accelerated learning experience, we had to 
devise new ways of working to be able to deliver, relying 
on various methodologies, technologies, and tools. This 
helped us to gain a deeper insight into the length of 
the “learning life” of our participants, coming up with a 
“design for our participants’ comprehensive experience,” 
involving more than just learning.

CALL TO ACTION

☑We realized that the high demand of time and 
effort would be critical to deliver the courses. We saw 
the need to prioritize relevant content for Senior 
Managers.

DIA
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☑Adapting existing programs (Full-Time MBA, Senior 
Management programs, Continuing and Updating 
Management programs, Executive MBA program).  

Developing the academic offerings

☑Redesigning programs (Management for Services 
program, InnovAD program, Boards in Action program, 
The Human Side of the Manager program). 

Designing new programs:

1 In-Company programs (YPO, YPO Spouses, 
BBVA, Banorte, CISCO, City)

2 ADE

3 Aceler@D

4 Regional Executive MBA program

5 Current Affairs sessions: Leadership 
in the face of Reactivation, Digital 
Innovation, The Board’s Perspective 
on Our Current Situation, Optimizing 
Wealth Management, Accelerating Digital 
Innovation,  8 Principles for Reactivation. 

6 Meetings. New: Global Alumni Meeting. 
Digital format: MEDEX International Week, 
International Days for Senior Management 
programs

☑New elements for learning and connecting.

☑Experiential learning: Workshops, simulations, contact 
with business leaders, panels, and self-diagnostic activities.

☑Challenges: business councils, management councils, 
thematic councils.

☑Connecting: networking, sector-oriented forums, 
offering-needing forums, Summa Workshop.

Above: Ribbon cutting ceremony of the CISCO In-Company program. December 2020.

DIA
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1,940
TOTAL  
PARTICIPANTS

Negotiation:  
An Art and a Science 

100% online
Participants:

Aceler@D
 Blended

80% online 
20% on-site

Participants:

Challenges and Dynamics of 
the Family-Owned Business  

100% online
Participants:

Finance: Strategic 
solutions for  

crisis situations 
100% online

Participants:

620

840

440

40IPADE collaborated with 
online education provider 
EMERITUS to offer a wide 
range of high-impact 
online programs.

The biggest challenge was to assist participants with a low 
level of technological knowledge step by step. As these are 
100% online programs, it is essential that participants are 
able to navigate easily across the platform, get access to their 
contents and sessions, and participate in forums and other 
asynchronous activities.

Emeritus
Programs in collaboration with 

The challenges of reinvention
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☑Networking sessions were held from the beginning 
of the programs so that both the IPADE team and 
participants could get to know each other.

CALL TO ACTION

☑With the indicators provided by the learning 
platform (Canvas), we can keep track of 
participants’ performance, enabling us to reach 
out quickly and help those who are showing below-
expected performance.

☑A special effort was made to offer timely technical 
assistance to participants. As these are online 
programs, this element became particularly relevant 
because participants must have an excellent end-to-
end experience. 

EMERITUS
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IPADE remains always at the 
forefront by recruiting a 
faculty with a unique academic 
background, managerial 
experience, and continuous 
updating on leadership and 
Senior Management topics. Our Faculty works 

diligently to ensure 
that participants 
can develop 
various decision-
making skills, to 
professionalize the 
management task, 
and to instill in them 
the need for personal 
growth in all areas of 
their lives.

Our Faculty conducted research, 
rendered consulting services, and 
created cutting-edge content to keep 
participants up to date with the 
business world.

Faculty
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☑Individual and team tutoring activities were 
continued online in order to keep communication 
channels open.

CALL TO ACTION

☑All academic departments took on the task of 
creating relevant content to enrich the regular 
academic offerings with additional sessions. They 
developed new cases, conferences, and Webinars, 
among other activities.

☑The Liaisons with Alumni Department organized 
meetings bringing together alumni from all 
the programs and various events to encourage 
networking.
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The challenges of reinvention

☑We had to act quickly in assisting the entire 
Faculty to develop digital skills in order to 
maintain the quality that distinguishes IPADE in 
online sessions and in all the services delivered to 
participants.

☑Considering the possibility of having unstable internet 
connection at home and the fact that some teachers 
were unable to give sessions from IPADE’s zoom rooms, 
fellow teachers in each department acted in solidarity as 
“Back-up” instructors on-site, in the event that a teacher’s 
internet connection failed at home.

☑With the new programs launched and the various ongoing 
programs, there was a substantial increase in the number 
of sessions to be taught by our Faculty, who have at all 
times shown a high level of commitment and dedication.

Transcendence and conquest

☑Aiming to enrich and enhance our academic offerings, 
we strengthened collaborative and interdisciplinary 
work among Faculty from all the academic departments, 
successfully creating a unique overarching academic 
offering.
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106 

46

With

institutions

With

countries

International agreements

International
Office
Developing partnerships 
and collaboration 
agreements is our day-to-
day mission. Creating 
partnerships with other 
institutions around the 
world enriches our work 
and makes us stronger. The International Office 

aims to create synergies 
with organizations seeking 
to collaborate with our 
participants or Faculty. 
IPADE has built such a 
wide network reaching 
out to every continent, 
and we maintain regular 
communication with 
participants, teachers, and 
authorities from many places 
around the globe.

As a result of the health crisis, the 
following activities were organized by 
our International Office.
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99
Schools

Countries46

Collaboration with foreign 
institutions

IPADE has built such an extraordinarily 
wide network reaching out to every 
continent, and it receives participants, 
teachers, and authorities from many 
parts around the globe.
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Cox School of Business, Southern Methodist 
University
United States of America
Simulator: Virtual War Game Competition/ The Battle 
for the Cloud
Guests: Prof. Arjan Singh, Lead Professor of OMBA 
Immersion and Marketing and strategy Professor; Prof. 
David Jacobson, Executive Director of Online MBA and 
Professor of Practice

MEDE November 2020 
18 participants 

MEDE February 2021
19 participants

International  visitors

Crummer Graduate School of Business, Rollins 
College
United States of America
Social Entrepreneurship Elective
Dr. Mary Conway Dato-on; George D. & Harriet W. Cornell 
Chair, Professor of International Business & Social 
Entrepreneurship
6 participants MEDE

Crummer Graduate School of Business, Rollins 
College
United States of America
Global Supply Chain Management Elective
Dr. Henrique Correa, Steinmetz Chair of Management & 
Professor of Operations Management
3 participants MEDE

Crummer Graduate School of Business, Rollins 
College
United States of America
Design Thinking Seminar: Global Immersion Social 
Responsibility and Design Thinking in Latin America
Prof. Mary Conway Dato-on, George D. & Harriet W. 
Cornell Chair, Professor of International Business & 
Social Entrepreneurship
15 participants MEDEX
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The 2020s: A new opening for 
business- risks, opportunities, 
perspectives

Harvard Business School 
Raffaella Sadun
Importance of Productivity to Survive in the Post-
Pandemic Environment
United States of America

International Days for Senior Management Programs

Kellogg School of Management
Mohanbir Sawhney
Digital Transformation: Beyond the Pandemic
United States of America

MIT
Steven D Eppinger
10 Agile Ideas You Can Use
United States of America

Stanford Graduate School of Management
Rao Hayagreeva
Creating a Customer Focused Organization
United States of America
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Crummer Graduate School of Business
Mary Conway
The community centers of the Bringas Foundation - 
Haghenbeck, I.A.P. (FBH)
United States of America

International Week for the Executive MBA (MEDEX) 
Program  24 – 28 MAY 2021

Haas School of Business, University of California 
Berkeley
Andrew M. Isaacs
Webinar: “Advanced Innovation Strategies”
United States of America

Kellogg School of Management
Bernard Banks
Webinar: “Leading in Volatile, Uncertain, Complex and 
Ambiguous (VUCA) Environments”
United States of America

Kellogg School of Management
Gregory Carpenter
Webinar: “Resurgence: Four Stages of Market-Focused 
Reinvention”
United States of America

London Business School
Julian Birkinshaw
Webinar: “Disruption Myths: Adapting in  
the Digital Era”
United States of America
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☑Navigating Global Reinvention: In order to provide 
participants with a value-added activity, the Full-
Time MBA program worked together with CEDIC and 
the International Office to organize a two-week 
event bringing together international experts, guest 
professors, and globally recognized companies to 
share and discuss their experiences and the actions 
they have taken to promote global reinvention in the 
face of the pandemic.

strengths

☑More ties: The enhanced connectivity and the high 
speed of remote sessions opened up the possibility 
of participating in other courses in real time, thus 
adding value to the regular programs. For the Full-Time 
MBA program, we successfully arranged for students 
to participate in elective courses from universities in 
the United States, adding to their program progression 
and getting the opportunity to develop ties with 
participants from other schools outside Mexico. As 
for the Executive MBA program, we created a synergy 
with a program being offered in the United States to 
enhance the business projects of IPADE’s participants 
with other business models in the United States.
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☑The hours that cleared up as a result of the reduced 
commuting between meetings allowed participants 
to meet with the International Office to resolve 
any questions they might have about the immediate 
consequences in their academic exchange program. 
Leveraging Zoom for such meetings throughout the day 
was one of the key actions taken in this regard.

CALL TO ACTION

☑The Full-Time MBA program department created 
an immediate attention network relying on mobile 
devices to resolve doubts, including the details on 
how to contact the International Office, which was 
designated as a dedicated communication channel to 
clear up general queries.
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43,460
TOTAL IPADE ALUMNI

CONTINUING AND 
UPDATING MANAGEMENT 
PROGRAM

888

46

CDMX: 512
GDL: 185
MTY: 191

CICA

Total 
participants

Countries:
Colombia and 
Dominican 
Republic

21

Participants

Sessions

Schools:
INALDE, 
BARNA

Liaisons with 

DepartmentAlumni
We created spaces for interaction and 
networking among alumni from various 
Programs, classes, and industries, as IPADE 
attaches the highest importance on 
continuous communication. We adapted 
the latest management trends to a 
community that is constantly developing 
skills in areas that are relevant to 
management.

Alumni are the 
cornerstone of our 
community.
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☑As a consequence of the pandemic, we held networking 
events in virtual format for the first time. This made it 
possible to bring together alumni different parts of the 
country and the world.

CALL TO ACTION

☑The Continuing Education and Updating Program was 
also delivered in virtual format for the first time.

☑Regular meetings were held on the various platforms.
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The challenges of reinvention

The pandemic brought with it a series of challenges that 
represented  a milestone for IPADE, but some of the measures 
adopted will be kept in place in the future in order to offer a 
variety of contents and formats that will continue to promote 
the professionalization of business leaders and executives.

☑Maintaining the quality of attention to participants on 
all our various channels.

☑Standardizing the delivery of all the learning materials 
for the Continuing and Updating Management program 
in electronic form, as prior to the pandemic there still 
groups using the materials on paper.

☑Regardless of their generation or life stage, the 
participating business executives adapted to the new 
formats and learned how to use Zoom and other platforms.

☑Organizing the first Alumni Meeting and assisting 
students on a 100% online format.

☑Migrating to the online and blended formats.
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Global Alumni Meeting 
December 8 – 9, 2020

Speakers:

☑37 IPADE Teachers 
☑28 guests (CEOs, business leaders, key parties in cases)
☑Total: 65

Sponsorships:

☑Ancora, Salesforce, Cisco, Skandia, Lincoln, Monex and 
Tesselar 

IPADE Business Expo

Section where participants interacted with the sponsoring 
brands of the event.

Networking:

☑7,762 meetings
☑6,301 networking sessions  
(One-on-one, industry forums, and socialization)

The Global Alumni Meeting is part of the networking 
and reunion activities that the Liaisons with Alumni 
Department organizes to strengthen our business 
community.

4,411 attendees

50 stands
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International Meeting of 
Representatives
February 24, 2021

The event was hosted by Rafael Gómez Nava (the then Dean 
of IPADE), Blanca Treviño (President and CEO of Softtek), 
Ana Cristina Dahik, Professor of the Social and Political 
Environment department, and the Directors of the Liaisons 
departments of the CDMX, GDL, and MTY campuses.

This was the  first event bringing together 
representatives from all IPADE’s graduation classes. The 
aim was to make a call to stay connected with each other 
and to remain close to IPADE.

It was attended by 

from the following Programs and campuses:

PROGRAMS:
AD
AD R
AD-2 
Senior Management Program in Private Equity (ADECAP)
ADIT
IN-Company: Banorte, Compusoluciones e IMSS
D-1
D1 R
IAD
innovAD
Full-Time MBA (MEDE)
Executive MBA (MEDEX)
PEP

CAMPUSES:
Aguascalientes
Cancún
CDMX
Chihuahua
Costa Rica
Culiacán
Guadalajara
Hermosillo
Juárez
León
Mérida
Monterrey
Morelia
Obregón
Panamá
Puebla
San Luis Potosí
Toluca
Torreón
Veracruz

Above: Rafael Gómez Nava at the International Meeting of Representatives.

ALUMNI DEPARTMENT
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Extraordinary Sessions

19 online sessions
2,500 attendees
Responding to disruption. The Ferrari Case. Promotional 
Session CA 20-21.
Speaker: Kendji Meguro Yamaguchi, Professor of the 
Strategy and General Management Department.

Artificial Intelligence and its applications in industry. 
Promotional Conference CA 20-21.
Speaker: Francisco Javier Fuentes Urbieta, Professor of 
the Operations Management Department.

Continuous Updating - Challenges and Opportunities. 
Session with testimonials for Promotion CA 20-21.
Speaker: Testimonials from participants Enrolled in  
the CA program.

A family council and a protocol as foundations for 
harmony and future prosperity in succession. Promotion 
CA 20-21.
Speaker: Nahum De la Vega, Dean Professor of the 
Organizational Behavior Department.

Consensus in Family-Owned Businesses. Promotion CA 20-21. 
Speaker: Ernesto Bolio Barajas, Professor of the Strategy 
and General Management Department.

Succession and change in organizational culture. 
Promotion CA 20-21.
Speaker: Jorge Llaguno Sañudo, Professor of the 
Organizational Behavior Department.

Dialogue among participants CA 20-21.

You can’t change the wind, but you can adjust the sail.
Speaker: Carlos Ruiz González, Dean Professor of the 
Strategy and General Management Department.

Networking session for participants from the CA 20-21.

Accelerating: Three Skills to Build the Future of A 
Business. Promotion CA 20-21.
Speaker: Javier Kendji Meguro, Professor of the Strategy 
and General Management Department.

Christmas Talk CA 20-21 “The meaning of Christmas:  
the symbols.” 
Speaker: Luis Bonner De la Mora, Dean Professor of the 
Strategy and General Management Department.

Mexico 2021: The Most Important Mid-Term Election in 
Our History. Promotion CICA 2021.
Speaker: Rodrigo De León González, Professor of the Social 
and Political Environment Department.

Networking Session CA 20-21.

Digital Transformation in Today’s World.
Speaker: Rafael Ramírez De Alba, Professor of the 
Economic Environment Department.

The Importance of the Green CEO. Promotion CICA 2021.
Speaker: Juan José Alonso Llera, Visiting Professor of the 
Social and Political Environment Department.

The Current Electoral Outlook in Mexico 2021: 10 days 
after the elections.
Speaker: Rodrigo De León González, Professor of the Social 
and Political Environment Department.

Professional Development and Maternity.  
Promotion CICA 2021.
Speaker: Yvette Mucharraz y Cano, Professor of the Human 
Resources Management Department.

The Evolution and Prospects of Markets Post-Covid. 
Promotion CICA 2021.
Speaker: Professor Oscar Carbonell López, Professor of the 
Financial Management Department.

The “Fireproof” Session of the Family and the Self program.
Speaker: Nahum De la Vega, Dean Professor of the 
Organizational Behavior Department.

Above: The “Fireproof” session for the Person and the Self program. Speaker: Nahum De la Vega.

ALUMNI DEPARTMENT
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Anniversaries

625 attendees
Classes:

AD-2: 1970-71, 1975-76, 1980-81, 1985-86, 1990-91, 
1995-96, 2000-01, 2005-06, 2010-11, 2015-16, 2017-18

AD: 2000-01, 2005-06, 2010-11, 2015-16, 2017-18

AD Regional: 2017-18

D-1: 1970-71, 1975-76, 1980-81, 1985-86, 1990-91, 1995-96, 
2000-01, 2005-06, 2010-11, 2015-16, 2017-18

D-1: Regional: 2017-18

MEDE: 1974-76, 1979-81, 1984-86, 1989-91, 1994-96, 
1999-01, 2004-06, 2009-11, 2014-16, 2016-18

Executive MBA: 1994-96, 1999-01, 2004-06, 2009-11,  
2014-16, 2016-18

ADIT: 2006-06, 2011-11

PADLA: 2017-18

May 31 – June 4.

The Post-Pandemic World: A Glimpse into the Future.
Panel by IPADE Professors: Yvette Mucharraz, Karla 
Petersen, Juan Carlos Núñez, and Carlos Ruiz.

ALUMNI DEPARTMENT
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3,762
3,606

TOTAL HIGH 
SCHOOL 
GRADUATES 
AS OF 2021

TOTAL 
GRADUATES 
AS OF 2021

Total 
students

510
Total 
students 

374
Primary 

School

126

172
High School 

202
Middle School

Secondary 
School

205
High School

179

Colegio 
Montefalco 

El Peñón 
Foundation

Colegio Montefalco and 
Fundación El Peñón are 
two top-notch educational 
institutions offering both 
academic and humanistic 
education to young people in 
eastern Morelos.

At IPADE, we believe that 
leadership is a key and 
extremely valuable driver of 
development in society. We 
thus encourage our community 
of participants and alumni to 
take part in initiatives with 
real social impact.

Social
Commitment

We encourage our community of 
participants and alumni to take part in 
initiatives with real social impact.
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☑During the pandemic, the two schools held online 
activities to strengthen communication with 
students, including two major events. One of them 
was a Science Fair, where students from El Peñón 
demonstrated the theoretical knowledge they 
had acquired in Physics and Mathematics during 
lockdown by making a series of Kahoots! and online 
presentations.  

CALL TO ACTION

☑The other event was the Montefalco Business Fair, 
which was held online as a webinar. Students had to 
persuade an impartial jury consisting of people with 
great management experience heading important 
organizations, encouraging students to put to 
the test the theoretical and practical knowledge 
they have acquired in high school and apply it to a 
business project.

SOCIAL COMMITMENT
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Featured activities

The latest developments and the work done over the year 
were presented, with over 300 devices connected on 
Zoom, YouTube, and Facebook, including donors, students, 
parents, teachers, and the directors of both schools.
September 30, 2020

Presentation of the Montefalco 
and El Peñón annual report

A donation of 495,000 pesos was raised to install and 
hire service for 24 satellite Internet antennas, benefiting 
family members and primary school, middle school, and 
high school students from Peñón and Montefalco.
December 16, 2020 

Satellite Internet 

A donation in kind worth 649,264 pesos was collected, 
including computer equipment that was given to students 
who did not have computers at home to help them continue 
studying and complete the 2020 - 2021 school year. 
February 16, 2021 

Help Me to Get Online Campaign 

Students from Peñón and Montefalco developed their 
skills in 4 areas: communication, health, personal 
development, and professional growth with a series of 
online mentoring sessions with participants from IPADE’s 
Full-Time MBA program.
May 3 – 7, 2021

Empowerment Program 

A webinar was held on Zoom to bring together donors, 
students, parents, teachers, and judges from IPADE. 
Senior students presented their entrepreneurial 
projects before an audience including over 140 devices 
connected to the event.
May 27, 2021

Colegio Montefalco Business Fair 

Above: Presentation of the Montefalco and El Peñón annual report.

SOCIAL COMMITMENT
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☑The Solidarity Fund campaign was launched to meet 
the basic needs of the Peñón community both inside 
and outside the schools.

strengths

☑The key areas of assistance included: health, 
finance, and education.

☑Outcomes in the health component included 
psychological and educational assistance to the 
parents who needed it the most. In addition, parents 
received a course to promote love and communication 
between spouses.

☑With the help of the Board of Trustees, a 
fundraising campaign was launched to face the 
economic adversities caused by the pandemic. Finally, 
regarding the educational component, computer 
equipment was given to students who did not 
have any, and 24 satellite Internet antennas were 
installed.

☑With these outcomes, we were able to provide full 
coverage to all the members of the communities in 
both Schools.

SOCIAL COMMITMENT
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José Carlos Azcárraga, 
Grupo Posadas

Raffaella Sadun, 
Harvard  
Business School

Blanca Treviño, Softtek

Guests
Special

Alberto Levy
IE Business School
Professor of the MBA program and Startup Mentor
Navigating Global Reinvention

Juan Andrés Panamá
CEO, DiDi México
Full-Time MBA (MEDE) International Week

Blanca Treviño
Softteck
CEO
Sector-Oriented Forums

Claudia Jañez
Empresas Globales
Independent Advisor to BMV, HSBC México, IDEAL, and GIS
Women, Leadership, and Power

David Buenfil
Skandia LATAM 
CEO
Full-Time MBA (MEDE) International Week 

David Geisen
Mercado Libre México
CEO
Full-Time MBA (MEDE) International Week 

Ogechi Adeola
Lagos Business School
Associate Professor of Marketing 
Navigating Global Reinvention

Eduardo Osuna
BBVA
Vice President and CEO of BBVA México
Global Alumni Meeting

Enrique Majós
Gentera
CEO
Session for the Full-Time MBA program

Fabricio Ponce
FEMSA
COO
Session for the Executive MBA program

Fernanda Llergo Bay
Universidad Panamericana and IPADE
University President
Global Alumni Meeting

Germán Santana
Google NYC
Global Partnerships
ISTMO Forum

Hap Klopp
The North Face
Founder
Sector-Oriented Forums

Jorge Ancona
Bayer Pharma Mexico
CEO
Sector-Oriented Forums

José Carlos Azcárraga
Grupo Posadas
CEO
CEO Lecture

José Villatoro
Fuckup Nights
CEO
Sector-Oriented Forums

Juan Hernández
Vanguard México
CEO
ISTMO Forum

Judith Romano de Achar
Fundación Mitz Founder and President
MEDEX International Week

Kenneth Campbell
L´Oreal
CEO
CEO Lecture

Laura Cruz
Mastercard México
Country Manager
Full-Time MBA (MEDE) International Week 
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Maribel Dos Santos
Oracle Mexico 
CEO
ISTMO Forum

Martha Forero
UBITS
CEO and Founder
Navigating Global Reinvention

Mohanbir Sawhney
Kellogg School of Management  
Associate Dean and Director of the 
Technology and Innovation  
Research Center

Mónica Flores
ManpowerGroup
President LATAM
Full-Time MBA (MEDE) International Week

Muhammad Yunus
Nobel Peace Prize winner
Special Session

Oliver Osswald
Holcim
General Manager, LATAM
Navigating Global Reinvention

Pablo Moreno Valenzuela
Grupo AMPM
CEO
Full-Time MBA (MEDE) International Week 

Pablo Sartor 
IEEM
Professor of Decision Analysis and 
Information Systems
Navigating Global Reinvention

Pilar Bazán
Olimpiadas Especiales México  
Vice Chair of the Board and Executive 
Director of the MEDEX  
International Week

Bernard Banks
Kellogg School of Management Associate 
Dean of Leadership Development and 
Inclusion
MEDEX International Week

Herman Aguinis
Academy of Management George 
Washington University School of Business
President-elect of the Academy of 
Management, Professor and Director of 
the Department of Management George 
Washington
MEDEX International Week

Julian Birkinshaw
London Business School 
Professor of Strategy and 
Entrepreneurship
MEDEX International Week

Luis Dau 
D’Amore-McKim School of Business
Associate Professor of International 
Business and Strategy 
MEDEX International Week

Tima Bansal 
IVEY Business School 
Professor of Strategy 
MEDEX International Week

Raffaella Sadun
Harvard Business School 
Professor of Business Management  
at the Strategy Unit
International Days

Rao Hayagreeva
Stanford Graduate School of Business
Professor of Organizational Behavior and 
Human Resources
International Days

Sabrina Castelli
Mujer Financiera
Founder and CEO
Navigating Global Reinvention

Simon Cohen
Henco
Founder and President
Full-Time MBA (MEDE) International Week 

Steven D. Eppinger
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Professor of Management Science and 
Engineering Systems
International Days

Xavier López-Ancona
KidZania
CEO
International Week
Full-Time MBA (MEDE)

Mtra. Delfina Gómez Álvarez
Secretary of Public Education
Visit to CDMX Campus

Muhammad Yunus, 
Nobel Peace Prize winner

Mohanbir 
Sawhney, 
Kellogg School 
of Management

Steven D. 
Eppinger, 
Massachusetts 
Institute of 
Technology

Guests
Special
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Its work is aimed at 
creating spaces for 
reflection and learning for 
families seeking to ensure 
the healthy continuity 
of their businesses from 
generation to another.

IPADE has successfully 
remained at the forefront of 
contemporary management 
trends with its four Research 
Centers combining practical and 
academic inquiry. Each center 
has built an effective space 
where dialogue, reflection, and 
knowledge construction will 
all contribute to the 
professional career of Senior 
Managers.

Research Center for Family-Owned 
Businesses

Research
Centers

Interdisciplinary dialogue around issues 
relevant to business life constitutes a 
key element in our Research Centers.
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For over a decade, CIMAD has been 
concerned with giving a voice to 
women entrepreneurs and managers. 
CIMAD looks into the major challenges 
facing organizations today to 
promote and retain female talent in 
organizations.

It is aimed at 
probing into 
the everyday 
realities of 
organizations 
and management, 
focusing on the 
human aspects 
of management.

CIE is aimed at providing 
insight and answers to the 
reality of a challenging and 
changing context. It relies on 
the analysis and reflection on 
the practice of management.

Research Center for Women 
in Senior Management

Research Center for Business  
Entrepreneurial Initiative

Research Center 
for Philosophy and 
Management

The first edition of the 
Aceler@d program will 
be conducted.

A research project 
will be conducted 
to explore the 
features of 
the business 
ecosystem that 
are relevant to the 
implementation 
of mergers and 
acquisitions.

Personal contact with participants 
was not negatively impacted by the 
online format; moreover, in many 
cases the one-on-one interviews (on 
Zoom) were more enriching and 
frequent.
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CIFEM | BBVA 

☑2020 Report (published in March 2021). 
Professors Alfonso Bolio Arciniega and Ricardo 
Aparicio Castillo.

Research projects
Status of the progress made by family businesses to 
achieve continuity and harmony.

☑ Information Gathering 2021.  
Professors Alfonso Bolio Arciniega and 
Ricardo Aparicio Castillo.

Events
1Conference for owners of GNP insurance agencies.
2Conference for Bayer clients.
3Webinar: “Grupo Vivo y Su Familia” for BBVA advisors 
in Guanajuato.
4Webinar: “Entre Helados sin Salir Raspados” for BBVA 
advisors in Tamaulipas..
5Webinar: “Family Business research meets practice in 
Latin America” for members of the International Family 
Enterprise Research Academy (Ifera) and Family Firm 
Institute (FFI)..

Publications
▸ Book: 
Sigue tu vocación. Second edition. Editorial Panorama. 
Ernesto Bolio y Arciniega, Ricardo Aparicio Castillo, Rubén 
Urtuzuástegui Jiménez, Ricardo Murcio Rodríguez, Jorge 
Llaguno Sañudo.

▸ Case Study:
CIFEM 21 C 01. Grupo Maldonado e Hijos.
Alfonso Bolio Arciniega y Ricardo Aparicio Castillo.

▸ Magazine articles:
☑Expansión: ¿Mujeres al mando? Ganan terreno pero no el 
necesario.
☑Forbes: Cómo enfrentar la sucesión en la empresa.
☑ISTMO: La Continuidad de las Empresas Familiares.
☑Estratega de BBVA: La dimensión económica en las 
empresas familiares.

▸ Newspaper articles:
☑El Universal: Sucesión, momento de crisis por falta de 
planeación de empresas familiares.
☑El Universal: Siete tips desde el Consejo para tu empresa 
familiar.

▸ Other:
67 press releases derived from the press 
conference announcing the results of the study: 
“Situación del nivel de progreso de las empresas 
familiares para lograr su continuidad y armonía”. 
Estimated impact: 18.5 million.

Programs
☑“Retos y Dinámicas en las Empresas 
Familiares”, in collaboration with Emeritus, 
with five deliveries.

Activities

1Extra sessions were offered for AD2 participants.
2CIFEM participated in the Continuing. 
3A program for GNP promoters was designed and 
delivered with great success.
4We supported ISE in Brazil to launch a program on family 
enterprises.
5We worked with PAD as moderators at an online event for 
BBVA clients in Peru.
6Design of a new Focused Program.

Special Guests
▸ Javier Olvera
President 
Grupo Vivo

▸ Rodrigo González
President 
Grupo Quan

▸ Alfonso Urrea
CEO
Grupo Urrea División Herramientas y Cerrajería

Transcendence and conquest
☑An outstanding group of business executives has been 
participating in CIFEM’s Consultative Promotion Council, 
regularly taking part in their meetings. The council is 
formed by Javier Olvera, Alfonso Bolio, Ricardo Álvarez, 
Connie Bermúdez, Fernando Pesel, Mauricio Pallares, Pablo 
Odriozola, and Alfonso Urrea.

☑Promotional campaign for article: “Situación del nivel 
de progreso de las empresas familiares para lograr su 
continuidad y armonía”, receiving extensive coverage with 
over 60 mentions in media and online outlets.

☑The “Retos y Dinámicas de la Empresa Familia” program 
has received positive evaluations and excellent reviews, 
reporting a a very high level of satisfaction as a 100% 
online program using an innovative learning approach.

RESEARCH CENTERS
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CIMAD 

Research projects
☑Decent work in Mexico, 2005-2020: An analysis with a 
gender perspective 
Benjamín Alemán Castilla and Karla Cuilty Esquivel.

Events
1Webinar: “La promoción y el liderazgo de una cultura 
organizacional inclusiva,” delivered in collaboration with 
Women in Business Association.

Projects

☑Article: “How Businesses Can Brace for Catastrophes”, 
in the book Climate Change: Insights you need from Harvard 
Business Review.

▸ In magazines, newspapers, and books
☑Forbes: “Teletrabajo en Latinoamérica, sus fortalezas y 
debilidades”.
Read article...

2Webinar: Presentation of the case study entitled Women 
President´s Organization, also presenting the Boards in 
Action Program.

3Presentation of the study: “Trabajo decente en México 
con perspectiva de género 2005-2020”.

1Platform: Network of female advisors and experts in Mexico.
2Decent work in Mexico, 2005-2020: Analysis with a 
gender perspective.
3Case study: Wal-Mart.
4Book chapter: Outsourcing - Mujeres Directivas 
Trabajando desde Casa.
5Annual Report on Women in Governing Boards (Gender 
Diversity Index 2020).

Publications

☑Article published by IAE: Teletrabajo: ¿realmente hemos 
logrado conciliar el home con el office?
Read article...

☑Welum: “Professional education and economic activity, 
dimensions with greater gender inequality”.
Read article...

☑Ganar-Ganar: Article printed in Nov-Dec issue,  
p. 54.
Read article...

☑Mundo Ejecutivo (print): Decisión femenina para 
fortalecer a las empresas.

☑Forbes: “¿Cómo dan uso al tiempo los hombres y las 
mujeres en México?”.
Read article...

☑Consultoría: “Resiliencia Organizacional, Clave para 
afrontar las catástrofes”.
Read article...

☑Publication of book chapter: Mujeres Directivas 
Trabajando desde Casa.
Ver libro...

☑Participation by Yvette Mucharraz with a chapter of the 
book: Home Office: La nueva revolución industrial, edited by 
Universidad Anáhuac.
Ver libro...

☑Forbes: “¿Cómo hacer frente al periodo post-pandemia?”
Read article...

☑Tata Institute Social Sciences (India), with an article on 
Human Resources.
Read article...

☑Forbes: “¿Belleza o daño colateral por el Covid-19?”
Read article...

☑La Silla Rota: “Mujeres lejos de alcanzar la equidad 
laboral”
Read article...

☑El Universal: “El reto de ejercer el liderazgo femenino de 
manera virtual”
Read article...

☑El Universal: “El reto de ejercer el liderazgo femenino de 
manera virtual”
Read article...

☑Forbes: “México y una agenda inclusiva post-pandemia”
Read article...

☑Forbes: “Cómo retomar después de una pausa laboral?”
Read article...

☑ISTMO: “ Mujeres y hombres en busca de un trabajo 
decente”
Read article...

Other publications
Media coverage of research study entitled “Trabajo decente 
en México con perspectiva de género 2005 – 2020”:

☑milenio.com: “Prevalece brecha de género en el mercado 
laboral de México: CIMAD”
Read article...

☑efe.com: “Prevalece brecha de género en trabajo decente 
en México: CIMAD”
Read article...

☑elfinanciero.com.mx: “Trabajo decente en México”
Read article...

☑ganar-ganar.mx
Read article...

☑forbes.com.mx: “¿Cómo dan uso al tiempo los hombres y 
las mujeres en México?”
Read article...

☑realestatemarket.com.mx: “Mujeres asumen liderazgo 
laboral: llegó a 52% durante pandemia: estudio”
Read article...

☑Revista Consultoría: “Trabajo decente en México, análisis 
con perspectiva de género”
Read article...

☑welum.com: “Gender Gap in Decent Work”
Read article...

☑Mundo Ejecutivo: “Mujeres en puesto de alta dirección”
Read article...

☑Expansión: “Covid-19 podría poner en riesgo avance en 
equidad de género”
Read article...

☑Expansión: “El Club del 30%, la iniciativa que exige más 
mujeres en los consejos directivos”
Read article...

☑El Sol de México: “Empresarias piden mayor equidad de 
género en altos puestos”
Read article...

☑emprefinanzas.com.mx: “Existen tareas pendientes para 
lograr igualdad de género laboral en México”
Read article...

☑plenilunia.com: “Conoce datos e iniciativa que ayudará a 
las mexicanas a avanzar con mayor agilidad y solidez hacia 
puestos de liderazgo corporativo”
Read article...

☑Quadratin: “Existen tareas pendientes para igualdad de 
género laboral en México”
Read article...

☑newsbeezer.com: “El Club del 30%, la iniciativa que exige 
más mujeres en los consejos de administración”
Read article...

☑Idc on Line: “Cuotas de género en los Consejos de 
Administración”
Read article...

☑Mural de Género: “El Club del 30%, la iniciativa que exige 
más mujeres en los consejos directivos”
Read article...

☑Net Noticias: “Existen tareas pendientes para lograr 
igualdad de género laboral en México”
Read article...

☑Yucatán Quadratin: “Existen tareas pendientes para 
igualdad de género laboral en México”
Read article...

☑Radio. Interview with Yvette Mucharraz Y Cano, “Trabajo 
decente en México”, 107.9 Horizonte , Imer Noticias 
Primera Emisión, Luisa Iglesias.
Read article...

☑Vértigo Político: “Retos laborales y profesionales de las 
mujeres: problema estructural”.  Entrevista con Martha 
Mejía.
Read article...

☑Expansión: Interview, “Trabajo Decente”, como parte de la 
campaña de promoción de programas de Maestría.

☑Milenio: Interview with Wendy Solís on  
STEAM careers.

☑Mundo Ejecutivo TV: Entrevista con Yvette Mucharraz 
Watch interview...

☑Expansión, article citing IPADE, “Las 100 mujeres más 
poderosas de los negocios”

☑Business Insider Mexico: “Problemáticas que enfrentan 
las mujeres”
Read article...

☑Toluca Noticias, article citing the CIMAD-STEM study: “Se 
requieren más acciones para visualizar el potencial de las 
mujeres”
Read article...

☑El Occidental, article citing the CIMAD-STEM study: 
“Inteligencia artificial amenaza al empleo femenino: 
AmCham”
Read article...

☑Expansión: Interview with Purificación Lucerna

Articles relating to CIMAD’s participation in the seminar 
entitled “Seminario de perspectivas: Mujer, talento y 
desarrollo 2021,” organized by ITAM.

“CIMAD promueve el aumento de mujeres en consejos de 
administración”:

• swissinfo.ch
• es-us.finanzas.yahoo.com
• contactohoy.com.mx
• elperiodicodemexico.com
• diariodemexico.com
• pulsoslp.com.mx
• abc.com.py
• efe.com
• mexico.quadratin.com.mx
• emprefinanzas.com.mx
• valor-compartido.com
• ganar-ganar.mx

Programs organized with other 
companies

☑3M In-Company Program

☑Special session Webinar: “Unconscious Bias” for Baker 
McKenzie.

1Working together with the Institutional Development 
Department, we obtained sponsorship for the female 
advisors network and for the Decent Work in Mexico project. 
Sponsors included: EY, CEMEX, Credit Suisse y AT&T.

Activities

2Seminar entitled “Participación Económica de las 
Mujeres,” organized by the Commission for Gender Equality 
of Mexico’s Barra Mexicana, Colegio de Abogados.

3Participation by Yvette in Harvard Business Review’s 
webinar with the topic: “How Resilient Organizations 
Respond to Catastrophes”.

4Yvette hosted the YPO Spouses focused 
program in collaboration with the In-Company 
Programs Department.

5Yvette participated in the opening webinar of the “El 
Club del 30%” initiative, which calls for including more 
women in governing boards.

6Women on Boards held a webinar to present the 
results of CIMAD’s activities for the annual report on 
participation of women in governing boards of publicly 
traded companies.

7For the first time, the CIMAD team prepared an annual 
report for 2020, presenting relevant data on its activities. 
The report was also published in the monthly newsletter.

8Panel: “Mujer, liderazgo y poder,” organized in 
collaboration with the MEDEX promotional team to encourage 
a higher enrollment of women in our MBA programs.

9CIMAD was invited to participate in the edition of the 
book OutsOurcing: La nueva fOrma de trabajar by writing 
a chapter entitled “La diversidad de talentos como base 
para la sinergia empresarial”.

10CIMAD took part in the AMIS Forum on March 8, discussing 
the topic of “Women and Employment,” with contributions by 
professors Benjamin Alemán and Yvette Mucharraz.

11The Network of Women Advisors and Experts  
    in Mexico Project:

▸The project was presented to BMV, BIVA, CNBV, and 
Consejo Coordinaror Empresarial.

▸Thanks to the support and promotion of our sponsors, 
EY and CEMEX, and to the participation of Women 
Corporate Directors, an agreement was reached with 
seven universities to join the initiative. Including: UP, 
TEC-EGADE, Anáhuac, ITAM, IBERO, La Salle, UNAM.
The agreement is aimed at disseminating the initiative 
and collaborating to conduct further research.

▸IPADE’s Office of the Secretary held a meeting with 
UP-IPADE’s University Secretary’s Office to discuss 
a collaboration agreement to support the network 
project.

12Participation of CIMAD in the Panel entitled “Cerrando 
la brecha de género y su peso en el teletrabajo,” organized by 
América Economía (Chile) and held on Thursday April 7.

13CIMAD took part in the lecture series organized for the 
2021 Continuing and Updating Management program with 
contributions by Professor Ana Cristina Dahik and Professor 
Karla Petersen, teaching 2 sessions at the Monterrey campus, 
4 at the Guadalajara campus, and 7 at the Mexico City campus. 
The case study discussed was entitled “Momlancers.”

14Participation by Yvette Mucharraz in the promotional 
webinar entitled “Feminidad en los negocios,” organized 
by the MBA Program Director of the Monterrey campus.

15Participation by Yvette Mucharraz in the MEDEX 
International Week with a lecture entitled “Mujer, Empresa 
y Sostenibilidad.”

Partners
☑3M
☑Baker McKenzie
☑CEMEX
☑EY
☑Credit Suisse
☑AT&T México

Special Guests
▸ Mónica Bauer
Vice-President of Corporate Affairs at Pepsico  
Latin America
Pepsico

▸ Cristina Ruiz de Velasco
Vice-President and Director of Preferred Customer 
Services
AT&T México

▸ Elliott Hernández
Organizational Development
AT&T México

Transcendence and conquest
☑IPADE launched a breast-feeding room for the first time 
during the pandemic. We hope that it will be of great 
benefit in the future and that we can have at least one of 
them in all campuses.

☑CIMAD’s monthly Newsletter has been gaining traction: 
there are 2,868 people subscribed to it, maintaining 
regular communication with the center.

☑The Network of Women Advisors now has 159 subscribed 
women, even when it is still a beta version that has not yet 
been widely disseminated. Four women advisors have been 
placed so far, and 4 additional positions are about to be 
filled in collaboration with the 30% Club.

RESEARCH CENTERS
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https://mexico.quadratin.com.mx/existen-tareas-pendientes-para-igualdad-de-genero-laboral-en-mexico/
https://newsbeezer.com/mexico/el-club-del-30-la-iniciativa-que-exige-mas-mujeres-en-los-consejos-de-administracion/
https://idconline.mx/corporativo/2020/12/02/cuotas-de-genero-en-los-consejos-de-administracion
https://muraldegenero.com/el-club-del-30-la-iniciativa-que-exige-mas-mujeres-en-los-consejos-directivos/
https://netnoticias.mx/nacional/existen-tareas-pendientes-para-igualdad-de-genero-laboral-en-mexico/
https://yucatan.quadratin.com.mx/economia/existen-tareas-pendientes-para-igualdad-de-genero-laboral-en-mexico/
https://yucatan.quadratin.com.mx/economia/existen-tareas-pendientes-para-igualdad-de-genero-laboral-en-mexico/
https://www.vertigopolitico.com/columnas/lo-que-yo-quiero/notas/retos-laborales-y-profesionales-de-las-mujeres-problema-estructural
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zZzyJy-Jg-A&list=PLcPasP33lrPWWNvgtaL9RZsCEMEGWPrpr&t=1706s
https://businessinsider.mx/problematicas-enfrentan-mujeres-latinoamerica/
https://www.tolucanoticias.com/2021/03/se-requieren-mas-acciones-para.html?m=1
https://www.eloccidental.com.mx/finanzas/inteligencia-artificial-amenaza-al-empleo-femenino-amcham-mujeres-economia-ana-lopez-mestre-6421251.html
https://www.swissinfo.ch/spa/mexico-empresas_ipade-promueve-el-aumento-de-mujeres-en-consejos-de-administración/46629382
https://es-us.finanzas.yahoo.com/m/581cf606-604b-325f-a022-32d8327de130/ipade-promueve-el-aumento-de.html?.tsrc=fin-srch
https://contactohoy.com.mx/ipade-promueve-el-aumento-de-mujeres-en-consejos-de-administracion/
https://elperiodicodemexico.com/nota.php?id=970713
https://www.diariodemexico.com/mi-nacion/ipade-promueve-aumento-de-mujeres-en-consejos-de-administracion
https://pulsoslp.com.mx/valores/ipade-promueve-el-aumento-de-mujeres-en-consejos-de-administracion/1306464
https://www.abc.com.py/internacionales/2021/05/18/ipade-promueve-el-aumento-de-mujeres-en-consejos-de-administracion/
https://www.efe.com/efe/espana/mexico-empresas/ipade-promueve-el-aumento-de-mujeres-en-consejos-administracion/50001436-4539778
https://www.efe.com/efe/espana/mexico-empresas/ipade-promueve-el-aumento-de-mujeres-en-consejos-administracion/50001436-4539778
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https://ganar-ganar.mx/2021/05/20/ipade-impulsa-alianza-con-universidades-para-promover-a-mas-mujeres-en-consejos/
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CALL TO ACTION

☑Direct contact with students has been promoted with 
tutoring meetings (with 16 tutored students at present), 
using Teams for teamwork and telephone calls for one-on-
one meetings (in the last year, 156 hours were dedicated 
to tutoring activities in total).

☑In addition, resulting from the tutoring requested by 
MEDEX participants for their final projects, this type of 
support was also given to other participants who were not 
originally part of the tutoring group (dedicating 17 hours 
in total to this type of activity over the past year). 

☑Adding the interview workshops and the tutoring hours 
requested by MEDE participants to be placed in a company 
or summer project, a total of 47 hours have been dedicated 
to this activity.

RESEARCH CENTERS



☑On the  spiraling violence in the context of close 
interpersonal relations.

Research projects

☑On the reconciliation process.

☑On forgiveness. 

☑On high-performance requirements (relationship 
between person and system)
Carlos Alejandro Armenta Pico

Events
1Focused Program: “The Human Side of the Manager” 
(February-May 2021 Edition, held online).

2Joint participation with the Carlos Llano Chair in the 
Continuing and Updating Education program for the 
Research Centers. 
Topic: “High Performance Requirements, a Challenge for 
Personal and Organizational Sustainability” (Two sessions).

3Design of the G-20 Colloquium 
(First edition held on a face-to-face format).

Projects and publications 
▸ Cases:
☑CIFE 20 C 01 Dos campanas
☑CIFE 20 C 01 B Quien vea primero
☑CIFE 20 C 03 La pausa de los dos minutos
☑CIFE 20 C 03 B Una carrera con límite de tiempo
☑CIFE 20 C 04 El encuentro de dos miedos
☑CIFE 21 C 03 Estrella rectora

▸ Video-case:
☑Momento de vacilación (prepared based on the case CIFE 
14 01 Momento de vailación)

▸ Technical notes:
☑CIFE 21 C Plan de vuelo (D-1 version)

▸ Notes:
☑Cartografía de una vida lograda
☑Espiral de violencia (elementos y dinámica)
☑Proceso de reconciliación (etapas y exigencias)
☑Perdón (características, condiciones y efectos)
☑Exigencias del alto desempeño (relación entre persona y 
sistema)
☑Conciencia y verdad
☑Papel de hombre y de la mujer en el mundo contemporáneo 
(metamorfosis social y cultural, interrogantes y mensajes 
ineludibles)
☑Estrella rectora

Activities
1Preparation of a group of teachers to teach 
sessions in the program “The Human Side of the 
Manager” (weekly study meetings and one-on-one 
work meetings).

2Regular working meetings with a group of 
experienced professors to prepare the sessions for 
the G-20 Colloquium (José Antonio Dávila, Carlos 
Ruiz, and P. Francisco Ugarte)

3Follow-up meetings with various key actors from 
the case studies used in the program “The Human 
Side of the Manager” (a key source of analysis and 
discussion) 

Partners
☑The joint IPADE-IESE edition of the Program “The Human 
Side of the Manager” (online) was put on hold due to the 
health crisis.

Special guest
▸ Lic. Hugo Cuesta Leaño
CEO and Partner
Cuesta Campos y Asociados

Relevance | Research Centers
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strengths

☑With the first online edition of the Focused 
Program entitled “The Human Side of the Manager,” 
we confirmed that the Case Method and its three key 
learning stages (individual study, teamwork, and 
plenary session) can be preserved in this format. The 
educational impact of the Program is also preserved 
in the online format.

☑For the first time, the Program bridged the 
boundaries between philosophy and theology, 
with the last session encouraging a brief dialogue 
between reason and faith. It was a particularly 
valuable experience for participants and a significant 
contribution to the design of the G-20 Colloquium.

☑The preparation work for the G-20 Colloquium 
contributed greatly to the latest edition of the 
program “The Human Side of the Manager,” and, 
at the same time, the Program contributed to the 
development of the content for the Colloquium.

Research Centers | CIFE
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CiiE

Research projects
Collection of data from 15 organizations to look into the 
challenges, practices, and strategies implemented to 
address the Covid-19 crisis.

▸ Deliverables:
1CiiE IPADE: Crisis Rooms.

2CiiE IPADE: Communication for crises.

3CiiE-Itsmo: For managers, the environment will 
always provide a platform for action.

Events
Open Innovation Panel IPADE Talks
November 2020
Luis Antonio Paredes Izaguirre

Projects and publications
▸ Design and academic development project for IPADE’s 
Aceler@d program:

1CiiE Case Study: The entrepreneurial work  
and vocation.  
2CiiE Case Study: The Smart Security Business Models.
3CiiE Case Study: Serravita.
4CiiE Case Study: Leslie.

▸ Articles:
1Forbes: “¿Cómo vender a los grandes corporativos? 
Diez claves para las startups”, October 2020.

2Collaboration project with whitepaper.mx: “La Nueva 
generación de CEOs”, April 2021. bre 2020.

3El Financiero Costa Rica: “Sobre la tarea de un líder 
con y sin crisis”, June 2021.

▸ Case studies:
1CiiE Case Study: Haciendo estrategia con Sigma
2CiiE Case Study: Industrial TR
3CiiE Case Study: Retailix vs ITrespond

▸ Other:
☑NewsMedia: “Crisis y oportunidad. ¿Por qué hacemos 
lo que hacemos y hacia dónde vamos?”.

☑Open innovation implementation panel at IPADE 
Talks, November 2020, Speaker: Prof. Luis Antonio 
Paredes Izaguirre.

☑Open Innovation Panel at the Global Alumni Meeting, 
December 2020, Speaker: Prof. Luis Antonio Paredes 
Izaguirre.

☑VI Cladea Virtual Global Forum, February 2021, 
speaker: Prof. Luis Antonio Paredes Izaguirre.

☑Foro de ET Talks Emprendedores EY, June 3, 2021, 
speaker: Prof. Luis Antonio Paredes Izaguirre.

☑Lecture for the Continuing and Updating Education 
program for the Research Centers: “Business 
Competitiveness and Entrepreneurial Ecosystems”, May 2021.

Partners

1CiiE Case Study: Open Innovation at Sura.

30,000 USD Sponsorship agreement with Bluebox México 
for the creation of research and educational materials.

2CiiE Case Study: View Accelerator. 
3CiiE: Article on the status of the entrepreneurial 
ecosystem in Mexico.

Special Guests
▸ Pablo Errejón 
CEO
Grupo Guía y View Accelerator

▸ Gustavo Huerta 
CEO
Bluebox

▸ Gregorio de Heane 
CTO 
Sigma Alimentos 

▸ Roberto Olivares 
CFO
Sigma Alimentos 

▸ Fernando Cuadra 
CEO
Grupo Cuadra 

▸ Francisco Romo 
CEO
La Pisa

▸ Héctor Troncoso 
Chairman 
Sportsworld

Relevance | Research Centers
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in Latin America  
MEDE

QS Global MBA 2021  
Ranked 111-120 

globally place
MEDE
FT Global MBA 2021

place

3rd

84th

1st

For the 14th 
consecutive  
time
MEDE and MEDEX
Expansión 2021

Various associations around 
the world certify business 
schools for their compliance 
with a set of quality and 
consistency standards. Such 
associations have recognized 
us at the level of the highest-
ranking educational 
institutions:

The relevance and the added value of the content of 
IPADE’s programs have earned it recognition in the 
most important rankings worldwide.

ASSOCIATION TO 
ADVANCE COLLEGIATE 
SCHOOLS OF BUSINESS

Accreditations
Rankings and

ASSOCIATION OF MBAS

ACCREDITATIONS:

RANKINGS:
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162
TOTAL  
PARTICIPANTS

Dra. Marveya Villalobos Torre
Dr. Héctor Zagal Arreguín

“La familia hoy y siempre, 
los retos de la convivencia”
Online | CDMX
Participants52

Persona e identidad: 
claves para el análisis 
de la mujer y del hombre 
contemporáneos
Online | CDMX
Participants22

Miguel Ángel Buonarroti, 
el genio y su obra
Online | CDMX
Participants49

México a pinceladas 
July 2021
Online | CDMX
Participants39

At IPADE, we believe that a 
person’s education must 
not be limited to obtaining 
knowledge or honing 
managerial skills, as it must 
also be aimed at the 
individual’s personal 
development in areas 
including family, society, 
and art to be able to fulfill 
their responsibilities 
relying on human values.

Our Christian ethos 
permeates the way 
participants analyze 
situations in the 
activities, programs 
and initiatives we are 
constantly preparing 
for them.

Participants of the “Person and 
Identity” program were presented with a 
framework to diagnose their personal 
situation as it relates to the pursuit of 
happiness at the professional, social, 
family, and personal levels.

Special Guests:

Integral
Education
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The Operations Management 
Office is aimed at embodying 
IPADE’s person-centered 
approach, attitude of service, 
and attention to detail in the 
provision of: all the necessary 
materials, equipment, 
activities, services, and 
facilities, striving for the 
highest possible level of 
quality and ensuring that all 
IPADE activities are carried 
out effectively in all areas and 
at all times.

IPADE stands out for upholding 
attention to detail at all times in its 
facilities, services, and materials.

Operations
Management Office
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The Food Services Department was seriously 
affected by the Covid-19 pandemic, as it had to halt 
all services to participants as of March 16, 2020, 
providing only box lunch services for employees and 
teachers during that period. Services to participants 
were resumed as of June 7, 2021.

When the time came to resume operations, we established 
the very strict health protocols and sanitary measures 
in the kitchens and service areas in order to guarantee 
a Covid-free environment and comply with the existing 
official regulations.

Employees from the Food Services Department regularly
provided support to the departments of Maintenance, 
Classrooms, and SAVI throughout the year. In addition, 
during this period they received training and acquired 
technical knowledge, enabling them to become Zoom 
experts and thus provide support to the Classrooms team.

Food Services Department

TOTAL 162,563 

The services offered throughout the year included:

OPERATIONS
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IT and Classrooms

☑We guaranteed operational continuity for sessions 
relying on IPADE’s technological infrastructure during 
lockdown

☑We successfully implemented the necessary home office 
infrastructure, ensuring an encrypted communication at 
all times for remote work.

☑We implemented a virtualization of IPADE’s 
technological infrastructure in order to enhance the 
reliability and availability of our platforms.

☑We successfully implemented a chat support system for 
all our alumni and participants.

☑We successfully migrated our data center to a new 
technology.

☑We successfully responded to over 8,000 requests 
and implemented over 200 changes in the technological 
infrastructure, keeping IPADE’s systems operational 99% 
of the time for all staff and participants.

☑We successfully overhauled IPADE’s Classrooms to put a 
hybrid system in place in all campuses.

☑We successfully set up 30 rooms for holding online 
sessions remotely.

☑We created over 7,500 checklists to monitor the use of 
equipment for online sessions.

☑Adding together all operational departments, we 
held over 40 sessions for troubleshooting, successfully 
improving IPADE’s operations week by week.

☑We created and implemented various policies and 
guidelines to ensure data safety in all IPADE activities.

OPERATIONS
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Transformation and Projects Office

Technology

During the 2020-2021 period, we successfully enhanced 
the services provided by the Transformation Office in 
order to ensure higher-impact projects for the institution. 
We also ensured continuous support to the School’s 
operations by developing processes, functions, and 
technology to maintain quality in the online delivery of 
the sessions.

We successfully implemented nine technology projects 
including:

☑We successfully adapted the school’s registrar 
system to ensure compliance with the regulations on 
the issuance of hard-copy and electronic certificates.

☑We implemented a pilot initiative to monitor data 
intelligence by using a simulator to exploit the 
information contained in the scheduling system in 
order to adapt the academic programming to the 
changes implemented in the regular programs.

☑We produced practical and useful alumni 
information update reports for the Liaisons with 
Alumni and Marketing departments.

☑We adapted a logistics system to support the 
institutional operations and communications and thus 
ensure the quality in the delivery of services during 
the sessions.

People
Three people-oriented initiatives were implemented:

☑We adapted an organizational structure for the 
DCO featuring interdisciplinary functions in order to 
develop human capital and adapt to the new formats 
for the delivery of services.

☑We developed temporary interdisciplinary work 
cells focusing on service delivery to participants, the 
programs, the Faculty, and the campuses.

☑We adapted a shift management process to ensure 
people safety and ensure compliance with guidelines 
on schedules and working hours at the institution. It 
was gradually implemented week after week during the 
pandemic and we are looking for a way to adapt it to 
on-site operations.

☑We capitalized on our experience in platform 
management to transfer the knowledge in the CRM 
processes to the Talent and Culture department 
and support the development of knowledge transfer 
programs.

Methodological support in project management
We provided support in defining the scope and timing 
of projects for the promotion activities of the reginal 
MEDEX program as well as in the development of 
institutional policies.

OPERATIONS
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Operations and Procurement 
Management Department

1To ensure the well-being of our participants, employees, 
and visitors, we implemented state-of-the-art technology 
and best practices in strict compliance with official 
regulations. That included the following measures:

☑We installed air purification equipment using a 
state-of-the-art technology that relies on negative 
ions, which can attract small size particles ranging 
from 0.01 to 15 µm, freeing the air from pollutants 
particles and pathogenic microorganisms, and thus 
enhancing efficiency in the use of face masks (https://
www.pureair.technology)

Maintenance, Operational Continuity, and 
Resources Management:

☑We implemented various improvements in the air 
conditioning service management, maximizing natural 
ventilation or air flow from the outside, reinforced 
with filters approved by the National Air Filter 
Association (NAFA) that are subject to a frequent 
cleaning plan and with injection equipment and 
diffusers, in addition to maintaining strict control of 
air flow, pressurization, temperature, and humidity.

☑We implemented a thorough facilities disinfection 
plan in conjunction with specialized suppliers that 
employ nebulization techniques with chemical agents 
(approved by COFEPRIS, FDA, and EPA). They also 
grant certificates of innocuousness of buildings and 
surfaces. All this in addition to the daily sanitization 
carried out by our in-house staff, including the use of 
UVC lamps.

2We developed long-term plans to guarantee Operational 
Continuity (inventory, diagnosis, and replacement of 
Critical Facilities).

3We revised our operating costs structure as a response 
to the difficult financial situation resulting from the 
COVID-19 pandemic, ensuring that the quality of the 
goods and services delivered to our participants was 
maintained.

4We adopted best practices in Resource Management 
to ensure proper maintenance of our facilities: gardens, 
furniture, buildings, and the services that are provided in 
them.

5We adopted best practices in Strategic Sourcing 
Management for goods and services to ensure the best 
cost-benefit ratio, i.e., the highest quality at the best 
possible cost.

OPERATIONS
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INSTITUTIONAL WEBSITE

503,645
visitors to the page

2,238,180
page views 

It is primarily aimed at communicating the ongoing 
academic activities conducted at IPADE using 
guidelines that are aligned with the objectives set by 
the organization’s leadership.

Our Corporate Communication is aimed at alumni and 
participants, as well as to external audiences seeking 
information about who we are and what we do.Communications

Office of Institutional

LINKEDIN

FACEBOOK

TWITTER

INSTAGRAM

+159 k
Followers
Companies: 83,913
Universities: 75,544

Institutional

+121 k

+26 k

+29 k

Followers: 26,800

Institutional
Followers: 75,953

Guadalajara: 8,759
Monterrey: 8,763
Central America: 1,143
MBA IPADE: 27,278

Institucional
Followers: 26,000
MBA IPADE: 3,300

DIGITAL ECOSYSTEM 6,513
28
digital 

campaigns 
yielding the 

following 
outcomes:

Leads from 
digital 
campaigns 
on Facebook, 
Linkedin, and 
Google.

new contacts 
through 
website.

Leads from 
the Senior 
Management 
Campaign with 
the Digital Skills 
project.

165

789

DIGITAL MARKETING
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202,334,577
Media impacts

IPADE in the media
We aim to help people become more informed about the 
business culture and learn from the knowledge and 
experience of business leaders. All these activities to 
connect with its audiences have enabled earned IPADE a 
high standing in public opinion.  
During the 2020-2021 period, IPADE’s participation in 
the media consisted of 869 impacts in both national 
and specialized media, as well as in media targeted 
at the business sector. 

Brand Awareness
It refers to actions that place the brand in a relevant 
position in the minds of our audiences. For this purpose 
we work on the following:

https://www.ipade.mx/ipade-management-research/
https://expansion.mx/bespoke-ad/2021/06/03/ipade-business-school
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VOLUME II OF THE CEO 
LECTURES SERIES BOOK

IPADE’s Editorial Media

La Posta

We are focusing on designing and producing content 
that will position IPADE as a benchmark in topics that are 
relevant to business management in Mexico and Latin 
America. The aim is to attract traffic to the website with 
dissemination on IPADE’s various channels. It is a source of 
content for IPADE’s organic and paid digital campaigns.
Three new products were created this year: 

IPADE’s YouTube Channel1
Entorno IPADE Podcast2

Mini Documentary Series3

2021
ISTMO MAGAZINE held the 
13th edition of its annual 
event 100% online, and it 
was attended by over 700 
users. The event was held 
on two dates.

As part of a series of 3 books, 
this volume is titled: Talento 
para innovar. Conversaciones con 
talento de clase mundial, and it 
compiles the contributions by 
the CEOs from Mexican companies 
that go to IPADE to engage in 
dialogue with alumni.

As a result of the pandemic, our online store:  
https://www.lapostaonline.com.mx/, offering over 150 items 
available for delivery all over Mexico, reported an online sales 
growth of 79%.

https://www.lapostaonline.com.mx/
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Activities and Events

10/20/20
○ The 2020 Performance Appraisal was started by setting 

SMART objectives using the kiosk platform. 13 Pay-
for-Performance Compensation Plan workshops were 
conducted for Administrative and Operational Staff at 
the México, Monterrey, and Guadalajara campuses, with 
a total of 290 employees trained. 

○ We launched the “Seasonal Influenza Vaccination 
Campaign.” A total of 50 doses were administered at the 
Guadalajara campus on October 29.

○ A total of 147 doses were 
administered to employees at 
the CDMX headquarters.

11/20/20

12/20/20
○ We delivered food gift baskets to employees. This year, 

they were given only to the staff in the Operations and 
Food Services departments at the CDMX campus.  
Total: 109 food gift bas.kets

○ Posada IPADE 2020. Online we had the participation 
of collaborators from the three locations. It began 
with the Holy Mass through the IPADE YouTube channel 
and, later, through the Zoom platform, and with the 
intervention of the provider (Grupo Atrévete) the 
traditional pastorela was projected, in different acts, 
and between each one they became dynamic. It ended 
with the virtual piñata with 280 collaborators.

03/20/21
○ Easter Week Session. Prb. Dr. Francisco 

Ugarte gave a talk to in which he spoke 
about the importance of reconciliation 
and forgiveness as the basis for a deeper 
meaning of the Easter Week.

Talent and

Culture
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04/20/21
○ Relaunch of the “Ser IPADE” Newsletter. The newsletter 

was launched in a digital format, including information 
about the three campuses in sections like: Message 
from the Dean, Meet a Staff Member, Message from 
the Chaplaincy, Internal staff position changes, 
Retirements, and the Opening ceremonies of the new 
medical and breastfeeding spaces, among others. It also 
included information on the current partnerships from 
which employees can benefit. The newsletter will be 
published on the Talent and Culture Intranet section. 

○ Message from the Dean: Following the appointment 
of the new Dean, over 300 staff members from the 
three campuses logged in to hear the message from 
Mr. Lorenzo Fernández Alonso and Dr. Rafael Gómez 
Nava, expressing their recognition of each other’s long 
professional experience at IPADE and acknowledging 
the appointment of the new Dean.

○ Due to the health emergency, 
once again we were not able 
to celebrate the Mother’s 
Day at IPADE, but we sent out 
greeting cards by email to all 
the mothers in our staff.

05/20/21

06/20/21
○ The information necessary to ensure  compliance 

with the NOM 035 standard was delivered to 
the auditor. We collected information from the 
3 campuses, and we are awaiting the review to 
follow up on any relevant comments.

○ We are working on compiling the information 
required for the NOM 030 guideline in order to 
present the report on time. The guideline focuses 
on Safety and Hygiene standards. 
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Starting in April 2021, we launched regular deliveries 
of the “DNA Workshop,” calling on all staff members to 
reaffirm why we are proud to belong to IPADE.

Vanguard

1908 training hours 

27 courses

8 DNA Workshop groups

7 IPADE Talks

11 Ancora Talks

OUTCOMES BY LEARNING CONTENT

Digital Skills

801 hours
Getting to Know IPADE

711 hours
IPADE DNA Workshop

231 hours
Healthcare Campaigns

165 hours
COLLABORATION WITH PROGRAMS

Participants trained in Canvas

300
Campuses served
CDMX, GDL, MTY, LEÓN, CUL, QRO, CHI, HMO

IPADE DNA WORKSHOP
Tap into your pride in belonging

Overall outcomes:

161 attendees
Outcomes by campus:

6 GDL
5 MTY
3 SATELLITE CAMPUSES
147 CDMX

TALENT AND CULTURE



○ Lorenzo Fernández Alonso 
Dean

○ Julián Sánchez García 
Associate Dean. Corporate Director of  
the MBA Program Director (MEDE)

○ Marcela Angulo Nafarrate 
Secretary

○ Juan Romero McCarthy 
Academic Personnel and Programs Director Director of 
Research and Academic Processes

○ Antonio Casanueva Fernández 
Guadalajara Campus Director

○ Miguel Rentería Gómez 
Monterrey Campus Director

○ Ernesto Bolio Barajas 
Senior Management Programs Director

○ José Díez Deustua 
Director of the Executive Master in Business 
Administration Program (MEDEX)

○ Oscar Aguirre Macías 
Director of Liaisons and International Programs  
for Central America

○ Jorge Merodio Rivas 
Comprehensive Training Programs Director

Executive Committee

Campuses

○ Claudia Amezcua Peña Alfaro 
Director of Talent and Culture

○ Oscar Carbonell López 
Director of Administration and Finance.  
Operations Director

○ Francisco Arenas Ballester 
Director of Innovation and Learning Director of IT

○ Andrea Moreno Herrero 
Institutional Communications Director

Floresta 20
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Ciudad de México
+52 55 5354 1800
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Club. 45350  
El Arenal, Jalisco
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Monterrey, N.L.
+52 81 8220 0200

CDMX GDL MTY
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